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Pond aquaculture spatial distribution, production and productivity determinants in Ghana 

Iris Ekua Mensimah Fynn 

Abstract 

The choice of a suitable site for any aquaculture practice is a critical decision to make since it has 

a large impact on the economic profitability of the venture, considering the fact that location 

defines the amount of capital needed, production costs, yield and access to market. The limited 

public and private sector support for small-scale aquaculture can be optimized if farms are zoned 

into areas with relatively similar performance and needs. Considering the high rate at which 

aquaculture is increasing globally and its consequent impact on the environment, it is projected 

that improvements will be made in the practices employed in aquaculture. As these 

improvements are made, there is the need for the review of the location of aquaculture 

infrastructure and services in order to increase the productivity of the sector. Also, aquaculture 

statistics such as location of farms and production estimates are fundamental to policy making 

and development planning at both national and global levels. Aquaculture statistics are however 

chronically scanty or unreliable in developing countries such as Ghana. Thus, the goal of this 

study was to show the relative suitability of areas in Ghana for aquaculture and identify the key 

variables to be considered in the development (including improvement of existing farms) of the 

aquaculture sector of the country. I used satellite imagery and GIS data in combination with field 

observations and questionnaires, to develop a map of the feasibility of pond aquaculture in 

Ghana and provide a reliable estimate of the number of ponds, their areas, productivity and 

aggregate production in the country. The main factors that have influenced the current 

distribution of pond aquaculture in Ghana are population density (indicating the availability of 

markets, input and labor) and proximity to stream and road networks. My results show a gross 
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underestimation of the number of fish ponds in the country and smaller sizes of ponds than 

existing records suggest. The average water depth of ponds in Ghana is only half of the 

recommended depth which explained over 80% of the variation in productivity among farms. I 

estimated the contribution of ponds to domestic fish production to be two to three times what has 

been previously reported, but still well below the potential. The results of this study will be vital 

to current national and international efforts to improve aquaculture enterprises in Ghana. 
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General Introduction 

Fish is the main source of protein for Ghanaians making up 60% of the dietary animal protein in 

the country (Fisheries Commission, 2012). The volume of fish produced in the country which is 

largely from capture fisheries in recent years, is less than a half of the total output required by the 

country (Fisheries Commission, 2012). Currently, fish produced annually in Ghana is estimated 

at about 420,000 metric tons which is significantly less than the required output of 880,000 

metric tons (Fisheries Commission, 2012). The country is currently relying on aquaculture and 

fish imports to make up for the 460,000 metric tons deficit (Fisheries Commission, 2012). In 

2012, total aquaculture production in Ghana was estimated at approximately 26,000 metric tons 

with cage aquaculture contributing about 90% of the total output compared to the less than 3,000 

metric tons from pond aquaculture (Ainoo-Ansah, 2013). However, pond aquaculture in Ghana 

has great potential to serve the growing demand for fish throughout the country considering that 

unlike cage culture, pond aquaculture is not geographically concentrated in only the Volta and 

Eastern regions (Kassam, 2014). Whereas cage culture is more capital intensive, pond 

aquaculture has the ability to alleviate poverty among the rural poor households as it is more 

investment friendly (Kassam, 2014).  In spite of the fact that most fish farms in the country are 

small in scale, their uniform distribution across the southern part of the country ensures that what 

is produced is mostly consumed domestically, especially by the poor. This is a significant 

contribution to the food security objectives of aquaculture development and will substantially 

reduce the prices of fish in the country if low-cost technologies are adopted. With increases in 

the productivity of pond-based aquaculture, people across the entire country are more likely to 

find affordable fish that will ensure food security in Ghana. 
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Globally, rapid increase in population has triggered a parallel increase in the annual sea food 

consumption (Klinger et al., 2012, Bovenkerk and Meijboom, 2011). In Ghana, fish requirement 

has been on the steady rise at approximately 1% annually, currently projected to total about 1 

mmt. Ghana’s importation of fish from Europe and neighboring countries such as Togo and Cote 

D’ivoire to make up for the almost 50% deficit in domestic production is costly, hence the need 

for domestic intensification of aquaculture (FAO SOFiA, 2010; FAO, 2012). The demand for 

aquaculture is on the rise, primarily, due to declines in fish populations in the wild, increasing 

human population and the increase in demand for fish (FAO SOFiA, 2010; Bovenkerk and 

Meijboom, 2011, Klinger et al., 2012). Consumer demand for fish puts pressure on governments 

worldwide to create a viable fishing industry and hence, raises questions on the sustainability of 

wild fishing, emphasizing the need to increase production from aquaculture through 

intensification of existing farms and/or expansion of farms.  

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) conducted a site suitability study to identify areas 

with the potential for aquaculture in Ghana (Kapetsky et al., 1991). This study focused on 

Oreochromis niloticus and Clarias gariepinus production in ponds with rice bran and manure as 

the main inputs for a low-intensity aquaculture. The southern parts of the country were identified 

as the regions with the highest potential for aquaculture. Despite the detailed report of the FAO 

and the results of other studies, the information gathered has neither been utilized in estimating 

current pond aquaculture production capacity in the country nor factored explicitly in the 

country’s aquaculture development efforts. In fact, the country has taken the path of semi-

intensive aquaculture, and the widespread, low-intensity aquaculture originally envisioned was 

never a reality.  
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Since pond aquaculture in Ghana is moving towards semi-intensive systems, it is characterized 

by the use of both farm-made and commercially sourced feeds. Currently, formulated feeds, to a 

significant extent, are used by small-scale fish-farmers to feed fish in ponds, in contrast to the 

household waste used in the past to feed farmed fish. As a result, different conditions from that 

used by Kapetsky et al. (1991) are required for site suitability rankings. Also, the resolution of 

the data used in the Kapetsky et al. (1991) ranged from 1:1,000,000 to 1:5,000,000. In the light 

of new newer, higher resolution data, there is the opportunity to revisit site suitability rankings to 

identify suitable areas for pond aquaculture to ensure secure and sustained returns and benefits 

from the enterprise. 

Due to competing uses for land that may be suitable for aquaculture (e.g., land-based agriculture, 

forestry, wildlife conservation, parks and tourism, housing development), knowledge of the 

production capacity of farms is crucial in determining whether Ghana needs to promote the 

establishment of more farms and ponds or to better manage existing ponds to bridge the gap 

between domestic fish production and demand. The crucial current research need is identification 

of sites that can guarantee high production of fish and where to locate input suppliers and 

markets, with keen consideration of access to roads and other infrastructure to support semi-

intensive aquaculture. 

Among the critical infrastructure for aquaculture development is hatcheries. To be successful, it 

is necessary for aquaculture farms to have access to constant supply of high-quality fingerlings. 

Hatcheries are important to care for and maintain the genetic quality of brood stock, induce 

spawning when necessary, extract eggs, care for fry, and ultimately raise the fry to fingerling size 

(Boyd, 2004). These activities involve individual steps and techniques that require a great deal of 

skill. Especially for tilapia farming, hatcheries play a significant role since tilapia reproduce at an 
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early age when they are cultured, resulting in overcrowding in ponds and a multitude of small, 

unmarketable fish at harvest (Boyd, 2004). To control reproduction in ponds, it is important that 

all fingerlings are males, which requires hormonal sex reversal or genetic procedures that are 

unfamiliar to most farmers. To avoid inbreeding, it is important for a fish farmer to have access 

to a minimum of 100 to 150 brood fish (Smitherman and Tave, 1987). As a result of the very 

intensive procedures and knowhow required in fingerling production, farmers rely heavily on 

specialized hatcheries for the supply of fingerlings. It is therefore important to note the locations 

of hatcheries in Ghana to ensure that fish farmers across the country have access to fingerlings.    

The Ghana National Aquaculture Development Plan (GNADP) was published in 2012 by the 

government of Ghana, assisted by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) with the focus 

on developing aquaculture within the scope of pertinent national and international frameworks. 

The GNADP identified the mismatch of suitable aquaculture practices with the appropriate 

biophysical and socio-economic criteria, as the reason for the low production of aquaculture in 

Ghana (Fisheries Commission, 2012). The GNADP highlighted the fact that the lack of reliable 

and accurate spatial information on the fish farms in Ghana is an encumbrance to the accelerated 

development of aquaculture in the country. The Fisheries Commission in Ghana (2012) also 

identified the lack of appropriate zoning of Ghana based on aquaculture related characteristics as 

one of the main constraints to aquaculture development, and further emphasized the need to 

intensify extension services and facilitate the access of fish farms to basic infrastructure such as 

hatcheries, markets, and input suppliers. The commission generally called for attention to 

research that would propel development of the sector. 

Agricultural research plays a significant role in the improvement of agricultural productivity via 

the introduction of enhanced technologies geared towards increasing yields (Alene et al., 2009). 
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Consequently, agricultural research aids in the reduction of poverty among farmers especially in 

the case of high demand products such as fish (Binswanger and Von Braun, 1991). Knowledge 

on the different types of infrastructure relevant to a particular occupation is key to the success of 

production from that sector (Anderson et al., 1990). In an experiment conducted in Bangladesh 

for instance, remote sensing was used as a zoning tool to locate areas that have high capacity for 

carp farming, which contributed to the sustainability of the carp business in the country by 

ensuring that maximum profits are attained over a considerable length of time (Hossain et al., 

2009). The use of GIS in developing a spatial framework for aquaculture development will help 

to better understand the influence that biological and physical factors as well as human variables 

have on the sites selected and in general, on aquaculture (Rennie et al., 2009). Developing a 

spatial framework for aquaculture development in Ghana will provide a one-point access to 

information on where fish ponds are located in the country, where to find markets, input 

suppliers and extension services and where to locate future farms and services at the least cost 

and maximum efficiency.Both aquaculture and agriculture aim at providing sufficient quantities 

of food for rural and urban folks and as such, are linked by a variety of interactions through the 

common use of land and water resources (FAO, 2014). Consequently, they have common 

problems. Kalinga (1993) identified the lack of an effective interaction between government and 

the different aquaculture stakeholders as a factor that hinders aquaculture growth. In Ghana, the 

lack of an efficient database that identifies where aquaculture infrastructure can be optimally 

located is a significant problem. Other early hindrances to aquaculture development included 

unproductive policies, unskilled labor, unreliable source of water and the lack of well-structured 

markets (Kalinga, 1993).  
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Hart (1976) argued that the majority of people in Africa who complain about unemployment 

really do not need new jobs but actually need to earn more from their current jobs. In Ghana, the 

fisheries sector alone employs about 10% of the total population (Fisheries Commission, 2012).  

However, 28.5% of Ghanaians are still well below the poverty line (IFAD, 2011). The imminent 

question is what can be done to make aquaculture a more profitable venture in Ghana so that 

even more people can be attracted to this sector. Leturgue and Wiggins (2010) suggested that the 

inefficiency of agricultural systems in Ghana in the form of inadequate access to credit and 

inputs, inept farmers and the use of unproductive techniques, have contributed to the sluggish 

growth of agriculture and consequently, increase in poverty, in the country. Little attention has 

also been paid to infrastructural improvements and this has adversely affected the pace of 

development (Leturgue and Wiggins, 2010). 

The biggest threat to investment is uncertainty (Nagy and Obenberger, 1994). In the case where 

an investor is aware of the location of farms, infrastructure and the areas that will facilitate 

investment, the uncertainty factor is reduced significantly. An introduction of a measure of 

certainty in the form of permanent market mechanisms, reliable extension services and input 

suppliers will reduce the risk involved in investing huge sums of money in the aquaculture 

industry and ultimately, attract investors.  

The annually held workshops organized in Ghana since its inception in 2009 by the AquaFish 

Innovation Lab, bring together fish farmers from all over the country to educate them on best 

aquaculture management practices and also conduct surveys through questionnaires to inquire 

about fish farming practices, production, and profitability. Through these activities and 

especially the Best Management Practices (BMP) surveys, it has been determined that farmers 

have diverse ways of measuring their fish farms and unsurprisingly, data on the size of the fish 
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ponds and number of farms in Ghana is undependable. Most fish farmers know that their farms 

are, say, 100X100, but as to whether the unit is feet or meters, they are not sure. The difference 

between metric and imperial (English) measurements is unknown to many farmers. Yet, the FAO 

and Fisheries Commission rely heavily on such survey data in their estimates of production and 

productivity.  Farmers’ perception of the size of their farms and self-reported production need to 

be validated by a more robust data collection process to ensure that knowledge on fish farms in 

Ghana is accurate and reliable.  

FAO reports aggregate production figures but rarely focuses on the capacity of the facilities from 

which production figures are reported (Xiaowei Zoue, Fishery Statistician, FAO; personal 

communication, April 20, 2013). The aggregation makes it difficult to determine the efficiency 

of inputs such as land. Another difficulty is that the production numbers are impossible to 

validate, without ancillary information such as the capacity of facilities and the amount of inputs 

used. Discrepancies off by an order of magnitude have been identified between the actual and 

reported data for countries like Uganda in a recent release of FAO’s global aquaculture 

production statistics (FAO FishStat, 2013). Since the FAO reports data received mainly from 

respective governments, such discrepancies belie the reliability of national FAO statistics 

published without description of sampling methodology, and highlights the need for more 

transparent and scientifically defensible estimates.  

Most of the data collected on the size of fish ponds by the FAO is based on the area of the fish 

farms or ponds, with little or no consideration of the depth of the water in the ponds. Volume of 

fish ponds provide a better estimate of production capacity of fish farms compared to area (El-

Sayed et al., 1996; Frimpong et al., 2014). A fish pond with a large area can have a very small 

water depth.  In sub-Saharan Africa, fish ponds are stocked at number of fingerlings per unit 
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area, rather than by volume (Ngugi et al., 2012). The number of fingerlings stocked in a pond 

also dictates the amount of lime, fertilizer, and feed administered (Knud-Hansen, 1998; Rowland 

et al., 2006). Two ponds of the same area could have significantly different volumes because of 

the differences in their depths. In effect, the shallow pond will be relatively more crowded than 

the deeper pond. Water quality in the shallow pond will be lower if dosing of lime, manure and 

fertilizers far exceed recommendations because of pond depth being much less than 1 – 1.5 m; 

predation by birds could be higher and water temperature fluctuates more widely over the diel 

cycle and ultimately, fish growth is impaired. Fish production will be consequently lowered. 

Hence, knowledge on the volume of fish ponds in Ghana, currently inadequate, is required to 

estimate the production capacity of fish farms in Ghana. It is important to explore the 

relationship between the depth of fish ponds and their corresponding productivity. 

This study aimed at improving our understanding of the current spatial distribution of pond 

aquaculture and factors that have driven pond aquaculture development in Ghana. More 

specifically, the study sought to verify existing data on production and pond characteristics and 

also to determine the influence of pond depth on the productivity of fish ponds at the farm scale. 

In the first chapter of this thesis, I identify the main variables that explain the establishment and 

abundance of ponds in an area and used that information to map zones of suitability. Policy 

makers in Ghana can therefore concentrate on enhancing services in otherwise suitable areas but 

lacking appropriate services to increase production from aquaculture. In the second chapter, I 

estimate the number and area of ponds in the country, as well as pond productivity. I also explore 

the effect that pond depth has on the productivity of the ponds. The results provide decision 

makers with reliable information on the current contribution and potential of pond aquaculture to 

increase fish production in Ghana.
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Chapter 1: Factors that drive aquaculture and the suitability of districts for 

aquaculture in Ghana 

Abstract 

As technological efforts are increased globally to improve aquaculture, there is the need for the 

review of the location of aquaculture infrastructure and services. As a result of the huge impact 

that the choice of a site has on aquaculture with regards to the economic profitability of the 

venture, especially as site defines the amount of capital needed, production costs, access to 

markets, and the mortality and growth of the fish, it forms an integral part of aquaculture 

development. Hence, this study sought to improve our understanding of the spatial distribution of 

pond aquaculture in Ghana, the driving variables for development, and identify the relative 

suitability of areas for pond aquaculture in the country. In doing so, the key variables that should 

be focused on to increase aquaculture production in the country, are identified. This study used 

GIS and Boosted Regression Tree analysis to evaluate the effects that the location of markets, 

roads, population density, stream network, soil, slope and elevation of the landscape, have on the 

selection of suitable sites for aquaculture development. Satellite images were obtained from 

Google Earth and thematic layers of the selected criteria, generated using the ArcGIS software. 

These thematic layers were then standardized and a weight for each thematic criterion was 

generated by comparing their relative importance using the Boosted Regression Tree analysis. 

The layers of the criteria were then overlaid to create an aquaculture suitability map for Ghana. 

Population density (assumed to represent markets, labor and access to inputs) was found to be 

the most influential variable in determining the current distribution of pond aquaculture. The 

presence of streams and roads also had a significant impact on the suitability of an area for 

practicing aquaculture. A large number of districts identified to be very suitable for pond 

aquaculture were found in the Volta, Eastern, Central and Ashanti regions of Ghana. The results 
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of this study could be used by the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture in Ghana as a decision 

guide in its efforts to improve the performance of the pond aquaculture sector of the country. An 

assessment of the required physical parameters for aquaculture gives an indication of the relative 

limitations of certain areas for this venture.  The final suitability map can foster public 

participation in aquaculture development and assist development planners at various levels of 

government to strategize for intensification and growth of the aquaculture sector.  
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Introduction 

For any government to influence how land and other natural resources are used, spatial planning 

is a helpful tool (Douvere, 2008). More often than not, land use planning only comes into focus 

in the event of environmental problems or when there is the need for a social or economic 

revolution (Douvere, 2008). Many of the spatial problems faced in developing countries are as a 

result of increasing population and urbanization, without prior emphasis on access to key 

facilities such as markets and roads (Venables, 2005). Land use in Ghana, like any other 

developing country, is diverse due to rapid urbanization and increasing population (Ahmed and 

Dinye, 2011). An immediate consequence of this, if stringent rules are not in place, is the lack of 

coordination and control of the locations of basic infrastructure in the region (Ahmed and Dinye, 

2011). To curb this problem and facilitate development, there is the need to identify the 

infrastructure relevant in particular enterprises and merge these for a spatial transformation 

(Ahmed and Dinye, 2011).  

Ghana depends heavily on agriculture for economic development via the provision of food and 

also employment (World Bank 1999, 2001), and aquaculture constitutes a significant component 

of agriculture. However, as rural settlements develop into major towns as a result of increase in 

population, there is a tendency for the focus of government to shift from development of 

agriculture to provision of other residential facilities (Ahmed and Dinye, 2011). The creation of a 

spatial framework for aquaculture that integrates the salient variables for development is required 

to ensure a congruous development of this sector in Ghana. 

The extent of the wealth of Ghana’s natural resources has supported the widely held view that 

the country has a high potential for aquaculture. Despite this claim, Ghana’s aquaculture sector 

has not been as productive as it should be (Hamenoo, 2011). The lack of an efficient spatial plan 
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has amplified the haphazard state of aquaculture activities in the country (Barg, 1992). In order 

to accelerate the development of aquaculture in Ghana, there is the need to identify the current 

location of markets, hatcheries and other variables required by the basic aquaculture practitioner. 

There is a lack of an information database with relevant location and access data to serve as the 

backbone for subsequent planning of aquaculture development in Ghana (Fisheries Commission, 

2012). It is also important to identify the criteria required for aquaculture development in order 

to foster the sustainability of the sector. 

GIS has diverse functionality which includes the ability to deploy accurate statistical 

measurements and proximity analysis (Aguilar-Manjarrez and Meaden, 2013). The possibility of 

interpolation and modelling in GIS permits the use of known distributions of specified criteria in 

sampled areas to establish the suitability of the entire area for a particular enterprise (Aguilar-

Manjarrez and Meaden, 2013). The suitability of an area for aquaculture depends very much on 

socioeconomic factors such as labor, markets and roads. It is imperative to use permanent factors 

such as markets and roads that have already been shown to influence aquaculture suitability and 

have been proven to meet the criteria for aquaculture development, to forecast the suitability of 

areas for aquaculture (Kapetsky et al., 1991). This chapter therefore sought uses GIS as a tool to 

evaluate the biophysical characteristics and the infrastructure in each district in Ghana to show 

the suitability of the districts in Ghana for aquaculture and to review and collate the aquaculture 

infrastructural database. These characteristics change over time and their distribution needs to be 

updated and enhanced to facilitate development.  
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Methods 

Study area 

Ghana is in West Africa and bordered on the north by Burkina Faso, on the east by Togo, Cote 

D’ivoire to the West, and the Gulf of Guinea on the south. The total land area of the country is 

about 239,460 square kilometers. The country is divided into ten administrative regions (Figure 

1.1), with Accra as the capital city, located in the Greater-Accra region. In each region, there are 

individual districts, municipalities and metropolitan areas to provide efficient governance. The 

seven southern regions of Ghana, Brong Ahafo, Ashanti, Central, Western, Volta, Eastern and 

Greater Accra were the focus of this study because the southern part of Ghana is where pond 

aquaculture is practiced the most. 

Ghana experiences a tropical climate with two main seasons; the dry and wet season. The wet or 

rainy season is controlled by the tropical rain belt which oscillates between the northern and 

southern tropics throughout the year. The northern part of the country is therefore unlike the 

south as it has relatively lower humidity, warmer days, and cooler nights. This is primarily due to 

the very dry desert wind that blows annually between December and March in the north-eastern 

part of the country (McSweeney et al., 2008). While the southern part of the country experiences 

two major rainy seasons, the northern part of the country receives relatively low rainfall, only 

once every year between July and September. Consequently, seasonal variations in temperature 

and rainfall in the country are greatest in the northern part of the country (McSweeney et al., 

2008). This might be one reason pond aquaculture is not practiced as extensively in the northern 

part of the country as it is, in the south.  

Fish culture is practiced across Ghana but only a handful of aquaculture enterprises are 

efficiently functioning in the country (FAO, 2012). In Ghana, the aquaculture industry is largely 

made up of small-scale farmers who grow their fish in small earthen ponds (FAO, 2012). 
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Previous studies have shown that aquaculture in Ghana has the capacity to impact poverty 

through indirect pathways, such as economic multiplier effects, while directly increasing the 

incomes and food security of poor fish-farming households (Kassam, 2014). The main fish 

species cultured in the country are the Oreochromis niloticus, Tilapia zillii, Sarotherodon 

galilaeus, Hemichromis fasciatus, Heterotis niloticus and the catfishes (Clarias gariepinus and 

Heterobranchus bidorsalis). However, Oreochromis niloticus is the most dominant fish species 

in aquaculture in Ghana (FAO, 2012).  

Historically, the majority of pond aquaculture farmers used household waste to feed fish. Most 

small-scale farmers now commonly use wheat, maize and rice brans as fish feed, supplementing 

this with agricultural waste such as cocoyam leaves (Kassam, 2014). However, with the 

establishment of a feed mill in Ghana in 2011 by Ranaan, an Israeli company, the consistency 

and obtainability of formulated feed supply to fish farmers in Ghana has been improved 

significantly. About 50% of pond-based fish farmers now use commercial floating feed (Ansah, 

2010).  

Methodology 

Using a Global Positioning System (GPS), I collated the locations of 170 fish farms and 12 

hatcheries in the country. I also recorded the locations of 6 markets in the country. I used an 

ArcGIS database that was developed between 1999 and 2002 by the Environmental Information 

System Development (EISD, 2002). This database was based on information provided by 

institutions in Ghana such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the Ministry of Roads and 

Highways, the Forestry and Lands Commission, the Meteorological Services Department, as 

well as the University of Ghana. This provided information on the types, networks and densities 

of roads and streams, the different soil types in the country and the Digital Elevation Model 
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(DEM) of Ghana (Table 1.1). Other sources of data included the Economic and Social Research 

Institute (ESRI, 2004) and the Ghana Statistical Services.  A population and housing census 

conducted by the Ghana Statistical Services in 2010 provided information on the population per 

district and updates on newly formed districts (Ghana Statistical Service, 2011).  

Based on literature and previous site suitability studies in Ghana (Kapetsky et al, 1991; Asmah, 

2008), I hypothesized that the location of markets, streams, soil type, ease of access to roads, 

slope and elevation of an area influence its suitability for the establishment of aquaculture farms. 

I therefore sought to identify the accurate locations and characteristics of these variables for 

further analysis (Figure 1.2). 

Stream Network 

The largest source of flowing water in Ghana is the Volta River which has some of its main 

tributaries in Togo, Ghana’s closest neighbor in the east. With the Volta River situated in the 

most easterly part of the country where the country is bordered by Togo, most of the rivers in the 

country have either sources, an end or tributaries in Togo. The major drainage divide in Ghana 

runs from the southwest part of the Akwapim-Togo Ranges through the Kwahu Plateau in the 

Eastern region and then from there onwards, flow extends irregularly towards the western part of 

the country.  

The resolution of the original stream network for the country is very low. Vital information such 

as the stream orders and connectivity of the streams were unavailable because no attributes are 

attached to the stream network. It was therefore necessary to create a more accurate stream 

network for the country that has better resolution, contains vital information and also includes 

the DEM of Togo. I joined and analyzed the 1 km DEM for both Ghana and Togo to create an 

accurate stream network for Ghana. 
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Markets 

Six markets were identified as the main fish sale points in the south of Ghana (Anane-Taabeah et 

al., 2013). These included the Asafo market in the Ashanti region, the Galilea market in the 

Central Region, the Akosombo market in the Volta region and the Ashiaman, Tema and Accra 

markets in the Greater-Accra region (Figure 1.3). 

In addition, every district capital was considered to serve as an urban market for fish products 

and was included in the analyses. The district capitals were included because these are the most 

densely populated parts of each district in Ghana. The source of labor for fish farms in each 

district depends on the population in each district. Hence in this study, population, labor and 

market locations are implied in the common term, Markets. Altogether, a total of 136 points were 

used to represent the locations of markets in Ghana. Except for the six fish markets that mainly 

sell fish, the 130 district capitals in this thesis represent locations where harvested fish, fish feed 

and other inputs such as fertilizer are sold, and hardware for aquaculture such as tools and pumps 

are supplied. 

Roads 

Information on the road network and density in Ghana was obtained from the University of 

Ghana (Centre for Remote Sensing and Geographic Information Services, 2011). Attributes of 

this dataset provided an indication of whether the roads are tarred or they are just trails (Figure 

1.4). The Ministry of Roads and Highways consisting of the Ghana Highway Authority, 

Department of Urban Roads, Department of Feeder Roads and the Ghana Road Fund Secretariat, 

is the organization responsible for facilitating movement of people and goods from one point of 

the country to the other. As of 2009, the total road network in the country as reported by the 

ministry was about 67,448 km, out of which 42,209 km were feeder roads, 12,400 km, urban 

roads and 12,839 km, trunk roads (World Bank, 2012). However, only 41% of the road network 
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is reported to be in good condition with relatively poorer road connectivity as one approaches the 

rural areas (National Development Planning Commission, 2005). 

Elevation and Slope 

Generally, Ghana has a flat land area except for the east where the Akwapim-Togo mountain 

ranges merge into the landscape. The 885 meter mountain called Afadjato is the highest point on 

the land. The southern part of Ghana is mostly made up of low plains with the high plains 

occupying the northern and northwestern parts of the country. 

Ghana’s DEM was obtained from the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) website 

at a resolution of 1 km, providing information on the elevation at different parts of the country. 

The Slope tool was used to derive the slope percent rise from the Elevation layer (Figure 1.5).  

Population 

With approximately 26 million people in Ghana, there is an average of 107 people per square 

kilometer in the country. Information on Ghana’s population per district was obtained from the 

Ghana Statistical Service (2011), the institution that conducted the last census in Ghana in the 

year 2010. I used the thematic layer of the districts in Ghana to create centroids in GIS. The 

population in each district was then appended accordingly and then interpolated to create a 

population grid map for Ghana (Figure 1.6). This was used to determine the areas with different 

consumption rates of fish in the country.  

Soil 

The Soil Research Institute is legally mandated to undertake research with the aim of generating 

information on Ghana’s soil resources. The institute has identified about 16 soil orders in the 

country in the form of Fluvisols, Acrisols, Allisols, Arenosols, Cambisols, Ferralsols, Gleysols, 

Leptosols, Lixisols, Planosols, Plinthosols, Vertisols, Nithosols, Luvisols, Solanchacks and 
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Solonetz. A thematic soil layer of the country from the Ghana Country at a Glance (G-CAG) 

database was analyzed in GIS. The characteristics of the different soil orders were studied to 

identify which soil properties were suitable for aquaculture (Siddique et al., 2012; Boyd, 1995). 

Based on this knowledge, I ranked the soils found in Ghana according to their suitability for 

aquaculture. Kapetsky et al. (1991) and Asmah (2008) came up with different scores for the soils 

in the different districts in Ghana. I sought consensus in their rankings and mine by standardizing 

and averaging the three rankings. The soils were then re-ranked with emphasis on their clay 

content (Table 1.2). 

Data Analysis 

Sampling for pond locations 

Aquaculture was introduced in Ghana in the 1950s, and many government-driven attempts have 

been made to promote pond aquaculture at various times with limited to no success. The current 

distribution of fish farms and functional ponds is largely an indication of where private sector 

(howbeit small-scale) efforts have actually succeeded in establishing and operating fish farms 

over the years. The current farm locations themselves may convey the most valuable information 

about factors that have driven the success of establishment of pond-based fish farms. 

Understanding these factors would inform the determination of other areas of the country where 

those enabling conditions exist or could be created with policy and planning interventions to 

facilitate private-sector driven growth of pond aquaculture enterprises. The definition of 

suitability of a location for aquaculture as conceptualized in this thesis is the locations where 

similar combinations of biophysical and socioeconomic factors have been shown to facilitate the 

establishment and operation of pond aquaculture.  
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To unbiasedly determine areas where pond aquaculture currently exist in Ghana, there was the 

need to sample and study random areas in the country for presence or absence of ponds, the 

corresponding biophysical factors and the infrastructure available. I randomly created points 

within my study area since it is impossible to census the whole area. Thus, I created a total of 

100,000 pairs of uniformly distributed latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates in the latitudinal 

and longitudinal ranges of the country. I then clipped the points down to 25,000, considering 

only those points that fell in the southern regions of the country where aquaculture is 

predominantly practiced, but excluding those that were found in the Volta Lake.  

It was hypothesized that it would be more likely to find ponds in areas within 2 km of the stream 

network than in areas further away from perennial streams. Therefore, I sampled areas in a 2 km 

buffer of streams more heavily by ensuring that they had more points. Consequently, some points 

outside the buffer areas were eliminated. Kapetsky et al. (1991) provided a site suitability index 

for aquaculture in Ghana using their experience and judgment of the importance of key 

infrastructure such as roads and markets as well as the population. Based on this prior 

knowledge, I attributed a weight to each district to determine the number of random points to be 

selected in that particular district. Hence, considering the proximity to the stream network and 

also, the characteristics of each district in Ghana that make it either suitable or unsuitable for 

aquaculture, some of the points in certain districts were eliminated. Finally, my sample size was 

6,000 out of the initial sampling frame of 25,000 with districts in the southern part of the country 

as the basis of stratification. I chose to use districts at 1 km resolution as the stratification 

because I wanted to have a less coarse result as opposed to the results obtained by previous 

studies.  
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I collated and identified the locations of the 6,000 points in Google Earth 7.1 (2013). For each of 

these 6,000 points, I subsequently created a second point so that the latter fell southeast of the 

former and a rectangular snip of the two points represented an area of 1 km2 on the ground. Thus, 

I studied a total area of 6,000 km2 in Ghana in Google Earth to determine areas with pond 

aquaculture. The image of each random 1 km2 area was obtained and digitized in ArcGIS. Some 

areas in the country were poorly presented in Google Earth and are blurred. As a result, only 

about 33% of the 6,000 images had good resolution.  

These 2187 points represent 1% of the total area of Ghana. From previous BMP survey data, I 

randomly selected 200 farmers to visit for the purpose of ground-truthing. Out of these 2187 

images studied in Google Earth, I identified ponds and fish farms on about 13% of them, 

including 88 images intentionally selected to capture farms I had previously visited in the field. I 

identified a total of 747 ponds on 279 images of the 2187. I therefore concluded that the 2187 

random points were representative of areas that could support fish farms in the country and I 

used these points in further analyses to determine the areas suitable for aquaculture.  

Stream Network 

The joined 1 km DEM of Ghana and Togo was improved to ensure that water flowed to the right 

watershed outlet by using the Fill tool in ArcGIS. To ensure that no known streams were missed 

by the watershed, I burned in the original stream network. To give an indication of the direction 

of the steepest descent from one cell to the other, I used the Flow Direction tool to compute the 

direction of flow in the DEM. To compute the accumulated number of cells that have been 

drained into each cell in the DEM, I used the Flow Accumulation and Flow Direction tools. 

Using the Reclassify and the Stream Order tools, an accurate stream network was created for the 

country that indicated a numeric value order of each segment of the stream (Figure 1.7).  
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I computed the distances between each of the 2,187 randomly created points and the closest 

stream using the Spatial Join tool in ArcGIS. Subsequently, I computed the distance between 

each point and each stream order type from order one to seven separately and I used the output in 

further analyses in R, the main statistical software analysis used in this study (R Core Team, 

2013).  I used the results from R to identify the influence of the stream network in the 

establishment of aquaculture farms and also the impact that the size of a river has on the 

suitability of an area for aquaculture. In preliminary analyses, I realized that streams of the 

orders two to six had similar effects on the variable importance ranking and lumped them 

together as a layer or variable. 

Markets 

The locations of the six markets that were identified as main fish sale points in the southern part 

of the country were represented by points in ArcGIS. In addition to the district capitals, a total of 

136 points were analyzed to determine the influence of markets. In ArcGIS, the Spatial Join tool 

was used to identify and calculate the shortest distance from each of the 2187 points randomly 

generated to the 136 points that represent markets. The distances calculated served as inputs in R 

to identify the influence of markets on the establishment of aquaculture farms.  

Elevation and Slope 

I used the Extract Values to Points tool to extract the elevation as well as slope values at each of 

the 2,187 sampled points. These values were used as inputs in the R software to identify the 

relative influence of slope and elevation on the establishment of aquaculture farms. 

Roads 

The roads dataset in ArcGIS were represented by lines. The Spatial Join tool identified which 

road was closest to each of the 2,187 points and also computed the distance between the closest 

road and the point. The distances in kilometers computed for the 2,187 points were used to 
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identify the importance of roads in pond aquaculture location. I did not consider the type and the 

condition of the roads in this analysis.  

Soil 

Each of the 2187 points fell in an area that had a soil ranked in the order of 1 to 5 with 5 being 

the most suitable soil order. The suitability of soil in an area was determined by the texture as 

well as constituents of the soil and underlying parent material, an approach adapted by the 

USDA (1987). Thus, the textural triangle method dictated the rankings given to the soil in the 

study area (Figure 1.8). The rank was also influenced by the FAO’s report identifying the areas 

with soils that are suitable for aquaculture in Ghana (Kapetsky, 1991). The rank attached to the 

soil order was consequently attributed to each sampled location. 

Population, Rural Market and Urban Market 

I hypothesized that since people are the consumers of fish produced from aquaculture, the 

number of people at a place had an influence on the purchase and sale of fish produced and 

therefore represented markets. Taking into consideration the percentage number of households in 

the region that are likely to consume fish both occasionally (C%) and on a regular (R%) basis 

based on Asmah’s (2008) study, I assigned a weight to every region in southern Ghana. Asmah 

(2008) provided information on the quantity of fish consumed by regular (Qr) and occasional 

customers (Qc) monthly in the Greater Accra, Ashanti, Eastern and Volta regions (Table 1.3).  

These information were used to represent the rural market in this study. I calculated the weight to 

be attributed to each of the regions based on the formula 

(
𝑄𝑟 ∗ 𝑅% ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛

100
) + (

𝑄𝑐 ∗ 𝐶% ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛

100
) 

I determined the urban market based on the mean quantity of tilapia in kilograms purchased by 

restaurants in every region. These figures were again derived from Asmah’s (2008) study that 
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highlighted the quantity of tilapia purchased by restaurants in the Volta, Greater-Accra, Ashanti 

and Eastern regions (Table 1.3). Based on information on these regions combined with 

knowledge on the population, size and relative urbanization of the other regions with no data, the 

quantity of tilapia purchased by restaurants in the Western, Central and Brong-Ahafo regions 

were extrapolated. 

The values representing the urban and rural markets of the regions were imputed for each of the 

2,187 sampled locations. Depending on the region where a point was located, a unique number 

was attributed to it. These figures were used as inputs in R to determine the influence of 

population on the suitability of an area for aquaculture. 

Determining which variables were most influential in location of pond aquaculture 

The values assigned to each of the 2,187 sampled areas with regard to their proximity to markets, 

streams and roads as well as their population, slope, soil and elevation, were analyzed in R. The 

Generalized Boosted Regression Model package 2.1 (Ridgeway, 2013) was used to determine 

which variables were the most influential in determining the suitability of an area for aquaculture 

in Ghana. Boosted Regression Trees employed in R, combines the strengths of the regression and 

boosting algorithms, to improve the performance of a single model by fitting a large number of 

models and combining them for prediction (Elith et al., 2008). I chose boosted regression tress 

because of its capacity to accommodate missing data while handling diverse predictor variables. 

The advantages of boosted tree regressions in my study include its excellent predictive 

performance, the ability to deal with the nonlinear relationships and how it handles the 

interaction between the predictor variables (Elith et al., 2008). The results of the boosted 

regression analysis also set thresholds for the different variables in the model, providing a 

constraint for the variables in this study. The Generalized Boosted Regression tree ascribed a 
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weight on each of the variables depending on their relative influence on pond location and set 

thresholds for the relationships between variables and pond presence. 

Determining which districts were most suitable for aquaculture 

I collated the layers of the market, road, slope, elevation, soil, streams of the orders two to six, 

the first order streams, and the seventh order streams in a single ArcGIS document. Each 

variable was converted into its raster form so that each pixel representing an area on the ground, 

had a value attached to it. Each pixel value in each layer is an indication of the characteristics of 

that area with respect to the particular variable. The threshold values determined from the BRT 

partial dependency plots were used to convert each raster layer into a binary raster so that the 

values in each variable ranged from 0 to 1. This was done using the Reclassify tool which 

allowed for the entry of the desired threshold after specifying that I needed two classes. I 

changed the new values of the two classes to 0 and 1, attributing 1 to the class with higher 

ranges.  

The suitability map obtained in this study is possible because of the use of overlaying. 

Overlaying is employed if there is the need to combine the information in multiple layers, which 

in this study, are the different variables (Nath et al., 2000). I used the weighted overlay technique 

because the variables considered in my model had different levels of importance where 

aquaculture is concerned as determined in R. By simply multiplying each reclassified variable 

layer by the weights attached to them and adding all the products, a layer was created that 

showed the relative suitability by pixel, of each district in southern Ghana for aquaculture. 

Overlaying is a common technique used in geographic analysis to generate accurate results and 

can be categorized as either simple or weighted (Nath et al., 2000). 
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The urban and rural market variables had a relatively insignificant influence on the location of 

ponds and showed no relationship or thresholds in the partial dependency plots. They were 

therefore excluded from the creation of the final map. I used the Zonal Statistics tool to calculate 

the summary statistics of the suitability for each district in the southern part of the country to 

determine which districts were most suitable for aquaculture in Ghana. 

Results 

An accurate stream network was created for Ghana that considers the fact that some water 

sources originate from Togo (Figure 1.7). The stream network provided information on the order 

of each stream as well as the ‘from and to’ node values to easily identify the connectivity and 

direction of the streams. Seven stream orders were identified in the country. The Volta and 

Eastern regions had most of the streams of the highest order due mainly to the presence of the 

Volta River while the northern part of the country with the lowest river density, recorded the 

most streams with first order. Many of the rivers in the country have either a source, a 

confluence, or major tributaries in Togo.  

Streams of the first order had an overall importance of 6.06% from the analysis in R, with the 

partial dependence plot showing that there is slightly a better chance of finding a pond within a 

half of a kilometer distance from a first order stream than further away from it (Figures 1.9 and 

1.10). Overall, there is a better chance of finding a pond within 5 km of streams of orders two to 

six than further away from these streams (Figure 1.10). There was a negative relationship 

between distance to streams of the seventh order and the location of ponds as the partial 

dependency plot showed a better chance of finding a pond 50 km away from such streams than 

closer to the streams (Figure 1.10). 
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When streams of the second to the sixth order were grouped as one and the distances from each 

point to the stream was calculated, they had a 12% influence on the location of ponds. Streams of 

the seventh order had an 8.4% influence while the influence of streams of the first order 

increased slightly to 7.9% (Figure 1.9). 

Streams of the second to the sixth orders were the second most important variable after the 

location of markets in determining the location of ponds (Figure 1.9). Streams of the first to the 

seventh orders were the fifth and seventh most influential variables respectively (Figure 1.9). 

The main markets for the purchase and sale of cultured fish in Ghana were concentrated in the 

south eastern part of the country with only one market located in the central part of southern 

Ghana. The market variable had the most influence in determining pond location. It had a 

relative importance of approximately 31.5%. However, the markets layer used in the analysis 

also included district capitals, which concentrates the population in each district. The partial 

dependency plot of the market variable shows an increase in the likelihood of finding a fish pond 

within a 50 km distance of a market and a decrease in the suitability of areas that are further 

away from markets (Figure 1.10).The furthest distance from an area in Ghana to a market is 

about 80 km with most areas within a distance of about 40 km (Figure 1.11).  

Slope was the third most influential variable in determining pond location with a relative 

influence of 12.1%. Its partial dependency plot showed that areas with a slope percent rise less 

than 5, were more likely to have aquaculture ponds. As the land became steeper with a rise that is 

greater than 5%, it became less suitable. The majority of the land areas in Ghana have slopes of 

less than 5% with an observed average slope of about 3% (Figure 1.12). 
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Roads scored an importance of 11.4% in the model, making it the fourth most influential in 

determining pond location. The results show that the closer an area is to a road, the more likely it 

was to have aquaculture ponds. Areas that are further than 2 km from a road network were less 

likely to have ponds. The furthest any of the sampled areas were from roads was about 40 km, 

with the majority of areas within a distance of about 10 km from a road (Figure 1.13). 

The elevation of an area had a significant impact on pond location as this variable scored an 

overall importance of 8.1% in the model. Areas with elevation less than 50 m above sea level 

were more suitable for aquaculture compared to areas with higher elevations. The average 

elevation of Ghana from the sampled areas, is about 200 m above sea level with the highest 

recorded elevation at about 600 m (Figure 1.14).  

Although soils had a relative influence of 4.6% in the model, it is clear from the partial 

dependency plot that pond locations are significantly associated with the more suitable soils. 

Specifically, soils that were ranked 1 to about 3.5, were less likely to be associated with ponds. I 

created a map for Ghana that shows the type of soil in each area and how that soil is ranked in 

terms of its suitability for pond aquaculture (Figure 1.8). 

Urban and rural markets showed very little influence on the pond location with the partial 

dependency plots for these variables showing little or no relationship with pond location. They 

scored 2.8% and 0.8% importance, respectively, in the model. 

When the raster layers of all the variables were added together to form a single layer, the 

resulting layer showed by pixel, the suitability of each 1 km2 area in the study regions for 

aquaculture under the current conditions of road development and population patterns and the 

permanent biophysical conditions, including access to streams, slope, elevation, and types of 
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soil. The Zonal Statistics tool, calculated the overall mean value of all the pixels in each district. 

The higher the value obtained for a district, the more suitable it was for aquaculture. The top ten 

most suitable districts for aquaculture in Ghana were the Keta, North and South Tongu, Ketu, 

Akatsi, Cape Coast, Tema, New Juaben, Dangbe West and Ahanta West districts. On the other 

hand, the Nkwanta, Wasa Amenfie East, Tain, Krachi East, Krachi, Pru, Kintampo North, 

Sekyere East, Jaman North and Bia districts were the least suitable for aquaculture in the study 

regions (Figure 1.15). The Central region is arguably the most suitable region for the practice of 

aquaculture followed by the Greater-Accra, Eastern, Ashanti, Western and Volta regions 

respectively. The Brong-Ahafo region contains five out of the ten least suitable districts for 

practicing aquaculture and therefore is the least suitable region for aquaculture in the southern 

part of Ghana (Table 1.4). Most of the currently unsuitable areas for aquaculture in Ghana are the 

areas with relatively few main markets. However, some areas with high suitability for pond 

aquaculture also lacked major fish markets and hatcheries (Figure 1.16). 

Discussion 

The results of this study were obtained from the sampling of random areas in the southern part of 

the country where aquaculture is mostly practiced. To improve the accuracy of the results 

obtained, it was imperative that I used a sampling technique that is proven to decrease 

inefficiencies. An advantage that random sampling presents in this study is its ability to eliminate 

bias by giving every area of the study an equal chance to be sampled such that the results from 

this sample is fairly representative of the conditions in the study area (Jeelani et al., 2014). On 

the other hand, I chose to use the disproportionate stratification technique because of the need to 

focus on particular districts where literature has shown aquaculture is practiced more 

extensively, relative to other areas.  
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I also achieved more reliable estimates as a result of the stratified random sampling method I 

chose, as this method presents more valid and precise statistical conclusions because of its ability 

to reduce human bias in sample selection (Lohr, 1999). The ability of this technique to improve 

the representation of the more suitable districts in Ghana while ensuring that these districts are 

not overly represented, had an effect on the accuracy of my results (Lohr, 1999). The results 

confirm that areas in the country have different suitability for pond aquaculture. 

Stream Network for Ghana 

My results show that knowledge of the stream network in the country is relevant to identify sites 

that are suitable for aquaculture. Understanding the biophysical conditions in the country is the 

first step towards the building of an efficient spatial database for aquaculture development. Since 

fish thrive in water, it was not surprising that the most prominent biophysical component to 

concentrate on in order to expand the establishment of pond aquaculture in the country is the 

stream network. 

The relatively high influence of the streams in this study unquestionably reflects the conditions 

in the country. The sources of water for aquaculture fall under nine categories: marine, coastal, 

rivers or streams, lakes, surface runoff, springs, wells, waste water and municipal water (Zweig 

et al., 1999). Among these categories, the most preferred source for fresh water aquaculture is 

groundwater since it maintains a constant temperature, and is generally less contaminated 

chemically or biologically by the presence of larvae or other parasites (Zweig et al., 1999). 

Groundwater is tightly associated with rivers, streams and springs, and has suitable quality for 

freshwater aquaculture.  Since most pond fish farmers in Ghana are disposed to low cost 

techniques, they rely heavily on groundwater seepage or diversion of surface waters to fill their 

ponds (Zweig et al., 1999; Asmah, 2008).  
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40% of small scale fish farmers in the country rely on groundwater for water supply into their 

ponds while 45% and 12% of these farmers rely on perennial rivers and runoff from rainfall 

respectively (Asmah, 2008). Due to seasonality of rainfall in Ghana, it is not surprising that most 

subsistence fish farmers take into consideration the proximity of their farms to rivers and streams 

and the availability of groundwater in the area. This explains the relatively high influence of 

streams on the suitability of an area for aquaculture. 

Impact of the stream orders on fish pond locations 

The influence of streams as shown in the results of this study however, does not necessarily 

imply that the proximity of a fish farm to a river is always advantageous. Although, the supply of 

water to a pond should be adequate, it is important that water is not excessive (Dickson, 1954). 

As seen with the result of stream order seven, suitability of an area for aquaculture decreases 

significantly as one approaches the stream. This is because a pond that is too close to a seventh 

order stream or any stream size with significant floodplain, is more liable to flooding, making it 

very easy to lose fish (Dickson, 1954). Too much water in a pond caused by the proximity to a 

large stream makes it impossible for the pond to be fertilized to produce high yields (Dickson, 

1954). Also the life of a pond is shortened rapidly as a result of siltation due to the excessive 

inflow of water into the pond. This explains why the suitability of an area for aquaculture in my 

model increases significantly farther away from streams of the seventh order. For productive 

ponds that can be easily managed and utilize fertilizers more efficiently, they should be fed by 

moderate streams that fill the ponds in 2 to 6 months rather than by larger rivers that rapidly fill 

it in a month (Dickson, 1954). 

Streams of the first order are generally smaller than streams of higher orders. This means that it 

is more likely for ponds situated closer to these streams to fill up faster and have a higher 
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probability of having water all year round, relative to ponds situated further away. Andi et al. 

(2014) reported decreases in the productivity of fish farms that were situated at longer distances 

from the stream sources, attributing this to the fact that such farms received inadequate water 

supply and low water quality. The results of this thesis support this notion as there is a decrease 

in the suitability of areas that are further away from streams of fair sizes. 

Streams of the orders two to six are of fair sizes and are therefore more likely to supply sufficient 

quantities of water for aquaculture ponds without the possibility of over flooding, unless ponds 

are situated very close. Since such streams provide just the needed amounts of water, it is not 

surprising that they were the second most influential variable in the model. My results show that 

within a distance of 1 km from these streams, there is a high probability of an aquaculture farm 

being successful. In order to control the quantity as well as the quality of water available in fish 

ponds, it is most often advantageous if the ponds are not too close to the water source or too far 

away from it (Von Lukowicz, 1994). This explains why at the threshold of 1 kilometer, the effect 

of these streams is minimized. 

Slope and Elevation 

The results of my analysis (Figures 1.12 and 1.14) confirm the notion that Ghana has an 

undulating topography with average elevation at 200 m. Slope and elevation determines the 

distance from the water source to the pond and consequently have influence on the quantity and 

quality of water in the ponds (Andi et al., 2014). Also as a result of the need to drain aquaculture 

ponds periodically, there is the need to consider the slope of the land (Andi et al., 2014). Coche 

and Muir (1995) explain that it is important that the topography of the land is gently sloping with 

slope percent less than 5 if ponds are to be successful. The major importance of slope in 

aquaculture is for easy drainage of the ponds by gravity which can be achieved with very 
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minimum slope percent. This explains why areas with less than 5% slope were identified as more 

suitable for aquaculture in Ghana, relative to areas with very high slope values. 

Soil 

The type of soil in an area has a significant impact on the success of aquaculture ponds as 

evidenced in this study. To avoid situations where pond banks erode easily, it is important that 

the soils do not contain high quantities of sand and silt (Chukwu et al., 2014). Soils containing 

sufficient amounts of clay are required to hold water in the ponds and consequently, increase the 

productivity of the ponds. Clayey soils are ideal to reduce seepage of water and ensure that there 

are sufficient quantities of water for fish growth in the ponds at all times (Andi et al., 2014). It is 

therefore consistent that the soil type of a site has significant effect on the suitability of the site 

for aquaculture ponds, given the key impacts that the soil has on the productivity of the ponds. 

The texture as well as the porosity of soil in aquaculture ponds has an effect on the algae in pond 

bottoms. Coarse textured soils have very high porosity and thus, can hold very little water. This 

is why the best textured soils for aquaculture are those that contain sufficient amounts of clay; 

sandy clay, sandy clay loam and dusty clay soils (Andi et al., 2014). On the other hand, too much 

clay in the soil is not good for pond aquaculture and therefore soils that lean toward the loam end 

of the textural triangle is most preferred (Boyd, 1995). Since this was a major consideration in 

my soil rankings, the effect of the soil variable in the model was realized and the results confirm 

the fact that the amount of clay in the soil has an impact on aquaculture. 

The soil, slope and elevation of a region are not all independent. The properties of soil such as 

the moisture content, in a given area are shown to be related to the topographic characteristics of 

that area such as slope and elevation (Bohlen et al., 2001; Venterea et al., 2003). As a result of 

this, I believe that the importance of the soil type was also captured partly in the slope and 
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elevation variables. The sum of the weights on these three variables count for as much as the 

weights on markets and streams in this study. 

Roads                                                                                                                                                                                     

The trend with respect to roads should be expected since roads represent the main mode by 

which both farm inputs and harvested fish are transported to and from the farm (FAO, 1991). 

Transportation costs in Ghana can be very high as a result of the bad conditions of the road 

network (FAO, 2012). The easier and shorter it is for farmers to connect to consumers and input 

suppliers, the cheaper their production costs which has a direct impact on their productivity and 

profitability, and hence the suitability of the area for aquaculture. Perhaps, the influence of roads 

on aquaculture suitability could have been even more significant if there were clear distinctions 

between the types of roads leading to the farms. 

Market and Population 

With the majority of Ghana’s population recorded in the southern and central parts of the country 

(Figure 1.6), and coincident with the best biophysical conditions, it is not unexpected that the 

south is where aquaculture is practiced the most in the country. In this study, population and 

labor were surrogates for markets since I hypothesized that the more people there are in an area, 

the higher the need for and the consumption of fish. As demand necessitates production, it is 

more natural that aquaculture is practiced in the most populous areas. Gordon and Kassam 

(2011) showed that markets are influenced significantly by people; both producers and 

consumers. This is the reason why, district capitals in Ghana which are the most densely 

populated parts of each district were identified as markets for fish trade and input supplies.  

The results of this study also confirm the importance of markets in the development of food 

providing sectors such as aquaculture. With the global human population expanding beyond 7 
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billion, there is a consequent increase in reliance on farmed fish production as an important 

source of protein, necessitated by the decline in ocean fisheries stock (Naylor et al., 2000). The 

growing demand for fish globally increases the need to efficiently manage fish value chains in an 

attempt to make fish available to everybody.  

Albeit the promising future that aquaculture has, very little efforts have been made to ease the 

challenges it is facing among which access to quality fingerlings and feed as well as marketing 

structures, are the most significant (FAO, 2011). One of the typical challenges faced by fish 

farmers in Africa is access to fingerlings. Recent studies have indicated that the problem of 

fingerlings is related to both quantity and quality as locations that produce adequate quantities of 

quality fingerlings, are rare in Africa (FAO, 2011). Thus, the strategic placement of hatcheries in 

the country can significantly accelerate the growth of the aquaculture enterprise. 

Another prominent challenge in aquaculture is the issue of feeding which usually involves off-

farm supplies of feed from either artisanal local feed mills or in most cases, high output 

industrial supplies (FAO, 2011).  All these challenges reflect the need for aquaculture markets 

and helps understand why market is the most influential variable in my model. 

Inefficient markets have the potential of acting as brakes on economic activity since markets play 

a significant role in determining how and whether poor people obtain nutritional benefits or 

make income (Gordon and Kassam, 2011). African countries such as Nigeria, Uganda and Egypt 

with vibrant aquaculture industries have improved market structures that include commercial 

provision of fingerlings and fish feed (Gordon and Kassam, 2011). Although Ghana has 

sufficient feed and produce enough fingerlings, their availabilities are geographically skewed. 

This explains why markets were so significant in this study and reinforces the fact that with 
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greater recognition of the role of markets in Ghana, the aquaculture sector in the country can 

improve significantly. 

Raster analysis and calculations 

The suitability map created is a result of the uniformity of grid structures in raster layers that 

lend themselves well to spatial modelling analyses and makes numerical manipulations easier 

(Nath et al., 2000). Since every pixel in a raster layer represents a unique value that is dependent 

on the characteristics of the variable in question, it was easy to obtain the overall values of each 

pixel in the study area by adding the values that the pixel scored for each variable. This means 

that the suitability map I created, provides higher resolution information, that is, the suitability of 

each square kilometer in the study area.   

With regard to the derivation of the weightings representing the influence of the different 

variables, the process typically based on expert judgment, is assumed to be objective and differs 

depending on the purpose of the research and the choices made by the researcher (Nath et al., 

2000). Aguilar-Manjarrez (1996) showed that when a list of ten attributes was given to experts of 

different backgrounds, experts were in agreement on only the priority of at most, the first three to 

four or the last three. Previous site suitability indices for aquaculture have relied on researchers’ 

judgment rather than on objective analysis to determine the ordering and weightings of the 

factors most suitable for aquaculture. For example, Kapetsky et al. (1991) weighted the factors 

they used to create a site suitability map for Ghana based on their judgment of importance. In the 

current study, I ensured objectivity in analyzing the variables with the boosted regression tree. 

The weightings obtained from this analysis to determine the most suitable areas for aquaculture 

in Ghana are more accurate than previously used weights. Deriving weights is particularly useful 

to policy makers to prevent over-emphasis on certain variables. 
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Suitable areas for aquaculture in Ghana 

Some of the areas that are ranked as suitable in this study lack the required infrastructure such as 

hatcheries and markets (Figure 1.16). The Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture Development in 

Ghana can do very little about factors such as the population in an area or the stream network 

present in an area, in its effort to improve pond aquaculture production. However with regard to 

the situation of hatcheries to produce fingerlings, as well as the roads leading to fish farms, there 

is a lot it can do in order to increase the productivity of aquaculture farms in Ghana.  

As indicated by the results, markets play a significant role in the suitability of an area for 

aquaculture in Ghana. Hence, an increase in the accessibility of areas to markets in the less 

suitable areas will greatly improve the suitability of such areas. The fact that fish are perishable 

products makes it easy to understand why markets are so important. In the case where fish 

farmers have marketable-sized fish but find it difficult to reach consumers, they are forced to 

keep the fish in the ponds which require additional feeding costs while making it impossible for 

the farmers to start another production cycle. Such inefficiencies result in low productivity of 

fish farms. Hence, more suitable areas for aquaculture can be created in Ghana by improving 

accessibility to markets that are capable of providing fish farmers with adequate supplies of fish 

feed, other fish farm equipment and most importantly, connect farmers to consumers in time. 

 Since hatcheries form the basic markets for the purchase of fingerlings for fish farming, it is 

imperative that the locations of such hatcheries are strategically situated to improve fish farming. 

Some areas are shown to be very suitable for aquaculture in Ghana but have inadequate numbers 

of the required infrastructure such as hatcheries (Figure 1.16). To increase the productivity of the 

aquaculture sector in Ghana, the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture can foster the strategic 

location of fish hatcheries in such areas.  
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Given the influence that roads have on the suitability of areas for aquaculture in Ghana, it is 

important to improve the connectivity between fish farms and consumers and input suppliers. 

The perishability of fish necessitates the improvement of the road density in the country but most 

importantly, increase in transportation costs as a result of bad roads significantly increase 

production costs in areas with poor road network as well as post-harvest losses.  It is important to 

transport the needed farm inputs and harvested fish in time to increase productivity by offsetting 

costs such as cold storage facilities and processing facilities. In the Aceh province in Indonesia 

for example, the transportation costs of 1 kg of milkfish to Jakarta, the market center, is higher 

than the cost of producing the same quantity of milkfish, which eventually led to the collapse of 

the aquaculture industry in that part of the country ( Chong, 2011). Thus, to improve the viability 

of aquaculture in more areas in Ghana, there is the need to increase the road density in certain 

places and improve the conditions of existing ones.  

Conclusion 

The final result of this study is a map that shows the relative suitability of areas in the southern 

part of Ghana for aquaculture. In the process of identifying the most suitable areas for 

aquaculture in southern Ghana, I found out the most important variables to consider. The 

location of markets, proximity to streams, roads, the type of soil as well as the slope and 

elevation of the area, significantly affect the suitability of the area for aquaculture. Markets are 

an integral part of determining whether an area is suitable for aquaculture or not, coming up tops 

on the list of variables considered in this study. The Central region of Ghana was generally the 

most suitable region for practicing aquaculture in the country while the Brong-Ahafo region was 

the least suitable among the southern regions.  
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The results of this study can be used by the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture in Ghana as a 

decision framework in its efforts to improve pond aquaculture production in the country and 

consequently, halt the importation of fish to meet the demand of fish in the country. The study 

highlights the areas where the ministry can encourage the creation of more fish farms. It also 

points out which issues the ministry should focus on to improve aquaculture in Ghana. 
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Figure 1.1. A map of Ghana showing the ten regions and their capitals. Ghana’s neighboring 

countries are also shown. The south of Ghana is bordered by the Gulf of Guinea. 
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Table 1.1 Summary features of major themes used in site suitability and planning analysis 
 

Theme Source Data format 
Final data 

format used 

Attributes/data 
type 

Farm 

Farmers that attended BMP 
workshops  (2009, 2011, 
2012,2013)* 

MS Word 
tables 

Points 

 Presence/Absence,  
location, pond size, 
number, volume of 
production, 
contact 
information of 
farmers 

Ministry of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture Development 
 

Personal observation using  
GPS 

Satellite imagery 

Hatcheries 

Ministry of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture Development 

MS Word 
tables 

Points 
Production, 

 location 
Personal observation using 
GPS 

Previous aquaculture 
studies (Anane-Taabeah et 
al., 2013 ) 

Roads 
Remote Sensing 
Applications Unit, University 
of Ghana. 

ARC/INFO 
Lines 

Lines Type=Main, trails 

Markets 

Previous aquaculture 
studies (Anane-Taabeah et 
al., 2013 ) MS Word 

tables 
Points 

 

Location 
Personal observation using 
GPS 

Population Ghana Statistical Service 
(2010 Population census) 

MS Word 
tables 

Krigged 
points 

Number of people 
per district in 2010 

Soil Soil Research Institute 
(2008) 

ARC/INFO 
Polygons 

Polygon Type, location 

Topography United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) 

Digital 
Elevation 

Model 

Digital 
Elevation 

Model 

 

Pixel values 
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Stream USGS 
Digital 

Elevation 
Model 

Digital 
Elevation 

Model 
Pixel values 

*Survey is provided in Appendix A.  Only the specific information used in this study has been included. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Developing a spatial framework for aquaculture in Ghana. Spatial analysis begins 

with knowledge of the locations of farms, biophysical and socioeconomic characteristics of 

locations with and without farms, and basic infrastructure. 
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Figure 1.3. Main fish markets in Southern Ghana. Total number of markets used in the analysis is 

176 because the district capitals were included as urban markets. 
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Figure 1.4. Road Network of Southern Ghana. The main roads are comparatively fewer than the 

trails.  
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Figure 1.5. Slope and Elevation of Ghana. The map on the left shows the elevation of the 

country with the highest elevation recorded in the south and eastern parts of the country. The 

right map shows that the slope of the country is generally between 0 and 3%. 
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Figure 1.6. Population per district in Ghana. Highest populations are recorded in the Kumasi and 

the Accra metropolitan districts. 
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Table 1.2 Soils of Ghana ranked according to suitability for aquaculture 

Soil order Average Rank 

Acrisols 3.5 

Allisols 1.5 

Arenosols 2 

Cambisols 4.5 

Ferralsols 4 

Fluvisols 2.5 

Gleysols 2 

Leptosols 1 

Lixisols 3 

Planosols 3 

Plinthosols 1 

Solanchaks 1 

Solonetz 2.5 

Vertisols 2.5 

Nithosols 2 

Luvisols 1 
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Figure 1.7. Stream Network of Ghana. Streams of the highest order are located in the eastern 

part of the country. 
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Figure 1.8. Ranking the soil types in Ghana according to their suitability for aquaculture. The southern 

and western parts of the country generally have the most suitable soil for aquaculture. 
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Table 1.3. Urban and Rural Market. * represents what was reported in Asmah(2008). All others were 

inferred or calculated. 

 RURAL MARKET URBAN MARKET 

REGION Qr 
(kg/mon
th) 

Qc 
(kg/month) 

R% C%  WEIGHT TILAPIA 
BOUGHT BY 
RESTAURANTS 
(kg/month) 

WEIGHT 

Greater-
Accra 

3.1* 2.4* 28.8* 63.1* 9.5 412* 4.1 

Ashanti 1.6* 1.4* 33.3* 46.8* 5.7 20* 0.2 

Eastern 1.8* 1.7* 36.9* 52.3* 4.1 73* 0.7 

Volta 2.4* 1.9* 62.8* 32.3* 4.5 25* 0.3 

Western 1.8 1.7 36.9 52.3 3.7 60 0.6 

Brong-Ahafo 1.5 1.3 32.0 45.0 2.5 20 0.2 

Central 1.8 1.7 36.9 52.3 3.4 60 0.6 

 

 

Figure 1.9. The importance of the variables used in the analysis as ranked by a boosted 

regression tree (BRT) model.  Markets by far has the highest influence. The relatively low 

influence of the urban and rural markets justified its exclusion. 
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Figure 1.10. Partial dependency plots of the variables in the boosted regression tree model. The 

percentages show their relative influence. The graphs also show the thresholds of dependence 

of pond presence on each variable. 
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Figure 1.11. Distance from the randomly sampled locations to markets (n=176). Markets here 

include the district capitals and the six main fish markets. Majority of the areas are within 40 km 

of markets but a significant number of areas are quite far from markets. 
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Figure 1.12. Slope in Ghana (n=2187). Few parts of the country recorded high slope percent rise 

with the average slope percent rise at 3% 

 

Figure 1.13. Distance from randomly sampled areas to roads (n=2187). The average distance of 

the areas sampled to roads is about 5 km. 
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Figure 1.14. The elevation of randomly sampled locations in southern Ghana (n=2187).  
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Figure 1.15. Southern Ghana’s suitability for Aquaculture.  
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Table 1.4. Suitability of districts in southern Ghana for aquaculture 

 

REGIONS DISTRICTS MINIMUM 

SUITABILITY 

VALUE 

MAXIMUM 

SUITABILITY 

VALUE 

RANGE  MEAN 

SUITABILITY 

VALUE 

Ashanti Adansi North 32.4 83.2 50.8 50.5 

Ashanti Adansi South 12.7 78.3 65.6 50.8 

Ashanti Afigya Sekyere 12.7 73.9 61.2 50.5 

Ashanti Ahafo Ano North 44.3 73.9 29.6 54.6 

Ashanti Ahafo Ano South 0.0 73.9 73.9 48.0 

Ashanti Amansie Central 12.7 78.3 65.6 52.7 

Ashanti Amansie East 0.0 78.3 78.3 42.3 

Ashanti Amansie West 0.0 83.2 83.2 47.5 

Ashanti Asante Akim North 0.0 73.9 73.9 33.2 

Ashanti Asante Akim South 12.7 78.3 65.6 52.6 

Ashanti Atwima 32.4 78.3 45.9 54.5 

Ashanti Atwima Mponua 0.0 78.3 78.3 50.3 

Ashanti Bosomtwe-

Kwanwoma 

32.4 78.3 45.9 51.8 

Ashanti Ejisu-Juabeng 45.1 78.3 33.2 54.8 

Ashanti Ejura Sekyedumase 0.0 78.3 78.3 45.6 

Ashanti Kumasi 45.1 78.3 33.2 57.1 

Ashanti Kwabre 45.1 69.0 23.9 52.0 

Ashanti Obuasi Municipal 32.4 78.3 45.9 51.6 

Ashanti Offinso 0.0 78.3 78.3 37.5 

Ashanti Sekyere East 0.0 86.8 86.8 23.1 

Ashanti Sekyere West 0.0 78.3 78.3 32.0 

Brong Ahafo Asunafo North 0.0 78.3 78.3 38.8 

Brong Ahafo Asunafo South 11.9 78.3 66.4 49.4 

Brong Ahafo Asutifi 12.7 78.3 65.6 45.6 

Brong Ahafo Atebubu-Amantin 12.7 78.3 65.6 47.5 

Brong Ahafo Berekum 45.1 78.3 33.2 52.2 

Brong Ahafo Dormaa 12.7 83.2 70.5 44.3 

Brong Ahafo Jaman North 12.0 57.1 45.1 22.4 

Brong Ahafo Jaman South 12.7 78.3 65.6 50.7 

Brong Ahafo Kintampo North 12.7 78.3 65.6 24.0 

Brong Ahafo Kintampo South 0.0 78.3 78.3 38.0 

Brong Ahafo Nkoranza 12.7 78.3 65.6 40.8 

Brong Ahafo Pru 12.7 78.3 65.6 24.4 

Brong Ahafo Sene 12.7 78.3 65.6 31.4 

Brong Ahafo Sunyani 24.6 78.3 53.7 53.0 

Brong Ahafo Tain 0.0 78.3 78.3 28.9 
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Brong Ahafo Tano North 32.4 83.2 50.8 52.4 

Brong Ahafo Tano South 12.7 73.9 61.2 50.6 

Brong Ahafo Techiman 0.0 78.3 78.3 51.9 

Central Abura-Asebu-

Kwamankese 

45.1 78.3 33.2 55.3 

Central Agona 45.1 86.6 41.5 54.9 

Central Ajumako-Enyan-

Esiam 

45.1 77.3 32.2 56.7 

Central Asikuma Odoben 

Brakwa 

45.1 78.3 33.2 52.6 

Central Assin North 12.7 69.0 56.3 50.7 

Central Assin South 12.7 78.3 65.6 53.3 

Central Awutu Efutu Senya 20.9 86.6 65.6 57.6 

Central Cape Coast 45.1 82.2 37.1 64.9 

Central Gomoa 20.9 91.4 70.5 57.2 

Central Komenda-Edina-

Eguafo-Abirem 

45.1 77.3 32.2 57.7 

Central Lower Denkyira 12.7 78.3 65.6 49.7 

Central Mfantsiman 45.1 82.2 37.1 59.2 

Central Upper Denkyira 0.0 78.3 78.3 41.2 

Eastern New Juaben 41.0 86.8 45.9 64.4 

Eastern Suhum Kraboa 

Coaltar 

32.4 86.8 54.4 51.9 

Eastern West Akim 32.4 78.3 45.9 51.8 

Eastern Yilo Krobo 41.0 86.8 45.9 54.9 

Eastern Afram Plains 12.7 86.8 74.2 37.3 

Eastern Akwapim North 41.0 91.7 50.8 58.2 

Eastern Akwapim South 32.4 69.0 36.6 53.4 

Eastern Asuogyaman 8.6 91.7 83.2 56.4 

Eastern Atiwa 12.7 73.9 61.2 50.2 

Eastern Birim North 12.7 83.2 70.5 51.5 

Eastern Birim South 12.7 78.3 65.6 53.4 

Eastern East Akim 32.4 83.2 50.8 52.7 

Eastern Fanteakwa 8.6 77.6 69.0 51.1 

Eastern Kwabibirem 32.4 78.3 45.9 52.1 

Eastern Kwahu South 0.0 78.3 78.3 42.9 

Eastern Kwahu West 32.4 73.9 41.5 51.0 

Eastern Manya Krobo 8.6 86.8 78.3 49.5 

Greater Accra Accra 45.1 86.6 41.5 61.1 

Greater Accra Dangbe East 21.2 88.0 66.7 61.3 

Greater Accra Dangbe West 29.5 95.1 65.6 64.3 

Greater Accra Ga East 32.4 77.3 44.9 55.1 
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Greater Accra Ga West 32.4 77.3 44.9 59.8 

Greater Accra Tema 29.5 90.7 61.2 64.9 

Volta Adaklu Anyigbe 8.6 95.1 86.6 45.2 

Volta Akatsi 12.7 95.1 82.4 65.6 

Volta Ho 8.6 86.8 78.3 56.1 

Volta Hohoe 0.0 86.8 86.8 60.8 

Volta Jasikan 21.2 77.6 56.3 56.7 

Volta Kadjebi 0.0 86.8 86.8 32.7 

Volta Keta 41.4 95.1 53.7 70.8 

Volta Ketu 12.7 85.8 73.2 68.7 

Volta Kpandu 8.6 86.8 78.3 55.9 

Volta Krachi 12.7 78.3 65.6 27.0 

Volta Krachi East 0.0 77.6 77.6 27.7 

Volta Nkwanta 0.0 78.3 78.3 30.1 

Volta North Tongu 21.2 95.1 73.9 69.0 

Volta South Dayi 8.6 77.6 69.0 36.0 

Volta South Tongu 53.6 95.1 41.5 70.5 

Western Ahanta West 32.4 82.2 49.8 61.6 

Western Aowin-Suaman 0.0 78.3 78.3 42.5 

Western Bia 12.7 45.9 33.2 20.2 

Western Bibiani Anhwiaso 

Bekwai 

0.0 78.3 78.3 44.0 

Western Jomoro 12.7 77.3 64.6 33.8 

Western Juabeso 0.0 78.3 78.3 38.7 

Western Mpohor Wassa East 0.0 91.4 91.4 49.9 

Western Nzema East 12.7 86.6 73.9 38.4 

Western Sefwi Wiawso 0.0 78.3 78.3 45.6 

Western Shama Ahanta East 30.2 91.4 61.2 61.0 

Western Wasa Amenfi East 0.0 78.3 78.3 29.0 

Western Wasa Amenfi West 11.9 78.3 66.4 34.7 

Western Wassa West 0.0 86.6 86.6 47.3 
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Figure 1.16. Strategic placement of markets and hatcheries could improve the suitability of 

areas for aquaculture in Ghana. Markets are the main fish sale points in the country. Hatcheries 

are the locations where fingerlings are bred. 
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Chapter 2: Estimating Total Production Capacity of Ponds in Ghana 

Abstract 

With aquaculture projected as a means to end the pressure on capture fisheries globally, there is 

the need to maintain and continually improve productivity of the sector. Accurate estimates of 

the yields from ponds in developing countries are often lacking, leading to incomplete 

understanding of the scope for improvement in production and productivity. In Ghana, statistical 

estimates of the number of ponds and the productivity of these ponds have been riddled with 

questionable procedures and uncertainty. The objective of this study is to provide an accurate 

estimate of the number and area of aquaculture ponds in the country and consequently, the 

production and productivity of the pond aquaculture sector. With the ability of GIS to deal with 

large datasets and the open access resource of Google Earth imagery, I carried out survey and 

field studies and statistical analysis to produce accurate estimates of production and productivity 

of ponds for Ghana. The results of this study show that the number of ponds in Ghana has been 

grossly underestimated and pond areas are smaller than previously reported. The number of 

ponds in the country is estimated to be approximately 33,000 and the average pond area nearly 

300 m2. Consequently, the productivity of ponds in the country is higher than often reported, 

although there is still much room for improvement. Insufficient and inaccurate aquaculture 

statistics is the result of the inadequacy of extension services and the absence of verification 

mechanisms for data self-reported by farmers. The depth of water in aquaculture ponds is shown 

to have a significant effect on the productivity, with deeper ponds (up to 1 m) producing five 

times as much fish annually as shallow ponds averaging 0.5 m. Yet, shallow ponds are pervasive 

in Ghana, with average water depths of ponds in the country at 0.5-0.6 m. This study should help 

inform local efforts at addressing lack of productivity and what is widely considered a negligible 

contribution of pond aquaculture to domestic cultured fish production. Updated statistics on 
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production, productivity and pond characteristics will be useful to the Ministry of Fisheries and 

Aquaculture in Ghana and the FAO. 
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Introduction 

Globally, the aquaculture industry has seen a drastic expansion due to its recognized contribution 

to food security (FAO SOFiA, 2014). Throughout the scientific and development community, 

aquaculture has been projected as a means to end the pressure on wild capture. As a result of the 

economic opportunities that aquaculture provides, estimates of the number of aquaculture ponds 

are important to predict potential yields of the fisheries industry and the jobs this sector generates 

(Cowley and Whitfield, 2002). The viability of an aquaculture business depends on the 

biological and physical conditions of the site selected for the pond since this dictates the growth 

and the survival of the fish (Brown and Hartwick, 1988). Despite the fact that efforts made in site 

suitability indices have yielded some very good results, such studies have not been used to assist 

in providing accurate measures of the number of ponds in Ghana. Considering the fact that 

production is not only a function of inputs (e.g., land and labor) but also the biophysical 

characteristics of the land, it is important to relate these two criteria by identifying a relationship 

between reported production and overall pond and farm characteristics. If a strong relationship is 

found between the pond characteristics and production, then these relationships can be used in 

estimates to produce better national production statistics, and add value to the utility of these 

indices which seem to take a lot of effort but not used much after they are developed. 

Furthermore, pond characteristics can be manipulated, so that the relationship of pond 

characteristics to productivity can be used as a tool to guide pond retrofitting to increase 

productivity. 

To consolidate information for both the global and national state of the aquaculture industry, it is 

extremely important to employ aquaculture statistics in the form of production estimates (Nash, 

1988). The bulk of data received by the Food and Agriculture Organization is supplied by 

governments of the member countries which means that the reliability of an FAO data, depends 
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on how informed governments of member countries are (Nash, 1988). In the case of a relatively 

new venture such as aquaculture, most governments have little information and thus, available 

data on the enterprise is not dependable (Nash, 1988). It is not surprising to see no data reported 

for most countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Most common, previous data or estimated data based 

on the data recorded in previous years are repeated (Nash, 1988). For Benin and Equatorial 

Guinea for example, the FAO reported that data on its aquaculture productivity between 2000 

and 2004 were unavailable (FAO FishStat, 2011). Other countries like Tunisia that culture a 

variety of fish species have productivity figures reported for only a few of the species and no 

data available for other species (FAO FishStat, 2011). 

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) first presented data on aquaculture at a Technical 

Conference on Aquaculture held in Kyoto in 1975 (Nash, 1988). The data presented was 

collected from about 65 countries but these same data were repeated eight years after, in 1981 

and 1983 for FAO by the Aquaculture Development and Coordination Program (Nash, 1988). In 

later years, data were collected from 107 countries but was unreliable due to conflicts arising 

from interpretation of aquaculture data compared with national statistics from wild capture 

(Nash, 1988). In order to resolve this conflict, the Aquaculture Development and Coordination 

Program (ADCP) prepared a detailed data sheet for the 1984-1985 years and attempted to clearly 

define data sources to help governments compile national aquaculture data (Nash, 1988). This 

data sheet was distributed globally to 130 member governments of the FAO but was returned by 

only 93 countries with filled out national statistics data. Several objections have been raised 

concerning the data collection methodologies employed by member countries, but very little has 

been done about this mode of data collection.  
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Statistics on production and pond characteristics in Ghana are based on the area of the fish ponds 

and on the responses provided by fish farmers via administered questionnaires or professional 

judgment. Results that are based only on such approaches cannot be totally credible. Aguilar-

Manjarrez and Meaden (2013) emphasize the need to promote the use of GIS and remote sensing 

in fisheries and aquaculture for sustainable development of the sector. Can more reliable results 

be obtained if GIS is used and what similarities will be found between GIS obtained data, field-

measured data and farmers’ self-reported data both on-farm and in surveys? 

The biogeographical principle supports the hypothesis that larger pond areas and volumes 

support the higher production of fish, a fact that has been established well over a century ago 

(Oertli et al., 2002). Although this theory forms the basis for most conservation biology studies, 

the relationship between this principle and nature conservation has merely been accepted and 

adopted, rather than proven. Biographical theory proposes that the larger a lake area, the higher 

the productivity of the lake but has provided very sparse ecological and management data with 

ponds in mind, to support this theory (Oertli et al., 2002). Most of the researches conducted to 

support this theory are results from lakes, which might not necessarily apply to ponds 

considering the fact that, ponds constitute a different type of freshwater system (Boothby, 1998). 

To determine the productivity of ponds as well as the duration that ponds can provide adequate 

quantities of water during dry periods, knowledge of the size and volume of the ponds is 

essential. Ponds with shallow water depths are prone to weed infestation and are less likely to 

provide fish with the requisite temporal environment because they become too warm during hot 

periods (Yoo and Boyd, 1993). On the other hand, ponds with very high water depths are 

susceptible to thermal stratification which makes large parts of the pond bottom unfavorable for 

the fish (Yoo and Boyd, 1993). Thus, the most suitable water depth in aquaculture ponds is 
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between 1 and 2 m (Yoo and Boyd, 1993). Most studies have concentrated on the use of only the 

areas of ponds as a measure of production. Sutherland et al. (2014) showed that at deeper water 

depth of ponds, productivity improves significantly and nutrient removal is more efficient. Ponds 

in Ghana are generally shallow which might affect the productivity of the ponds considering the 

fact that the fish are more exposed to unfavorable environmental conditions such as high 

temperature and pH fluctuations (Keraita et al., 2014). It is important to study the impact that 

water depth in ponds has on the productivity of the ponds in Ghana.  

The aim of this chapter is to provide an accurate estimate of the number of ponds in Ghana and 

the corresponding areas of these ponds. I would then use that information as input to estimate 

production. I also sought to determine and compare the productivity of ponds based on farmers’ 

report of their annual production, field measurements of pond characteristics, GIS measurements 

from satellite imagery, and the measurements of the ponds as reported by the farmers on field 

and in surveys. The effect of ponds water depth on productivity of the ponds is also explored in 

this study. 

Methods 

Study Area 

The study concentrated on the southern part of Ghana with field data collected from the Eastern, 

Western, Central, Ashanti and Brong-Ahafo regions. These regions in addition to the Volta and 

Greater-Accra regions were used in the analysis to determine the number of ponds in the country 

(Figure 2.1). The seven southern regions were the focus of this study because the northern part of 

the country which constitutes the Northern, Upper East and Upper West regions, practices very 

little pond aquaculture.  All the districts in these regions were included in the analysis bringing 

the total number of districts studied to 103. 
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The Volta Lake is the main source of water in Ghana; together with its tributaries, it drains 70% 

of the entire country (FAO, 2005). The Volta Lake is the reservoir with one of the largest surface 

area in the world, covering a total area of about 8502 km2. The Volta River and its tributaries 

therefore contribute significantly to the number of ponds found in the country. The Volta River 

can be primarily located in Ghana and has three main tributaries, the Black Volta, the White and 

the Red Volta. 

Commuters to these regions travel mainly via roads. The rivers and streams in the southern part 

of the country necessitate travel via canoes and ferries in some areas. However, transportation in 

Ghana is mainly via roads. 

Field Methods 

In previous Best Management Practices (BMP) surveys, the socio-economic data on some 

farmers were collected. I also gathered information on the location and contact numbers of other 

fish farmers in the country from the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture Development. I 

contacted farmers with active phone numbers to announce my arrival on their farms. Upon 

arrival, I collected the geographic locations of their farms with the aid of a Global Positioning 

System (GPS). Using the snowballing technique where farmers directed me to neighboring farms 

and with the help of self-organized community based fish farmer groups, I repeated this action 

on the farms of more than 60% of known farmers (Appendix A) while recording the existence 

and locations of unknown farms.  I also collected data on the length, breadth and depth of about 

114 random fish ponds in the farms using a meter stick and field tapes. Simultaneously, I asked 

the farmers about the measurements of their ponds as well as the source of water for these ponds. 
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Statistical Methods 

From the socioeconomic data which includes the reported production of the farmers, collected 

previously in the 2010, 2011 and 2012 surveys (Appendix A), I inferred the annual production of 

fish from the randomly selected farms and then calculated the productivity of the farms based on 

the pond area and the annual production figures recorded. The productivity of the farms was 

calculated by diving the annual production figures reported by each farmer, by the total pond 

area on each farm. The number of ponds that can be potentially found in each district in southern 

Ghana was also estimated. Thereafter, the total number of ponds that can be found in Ghana was 

estimated while simultaneously, estimating the total area of land with ponds in the southern part 

of the country. 

Data analysis 

Aquaculture was introduced in Ghana in the 1950s, and many government-driven attempts have 

been made to promote pond aquaculture at various times with limited to no success. The current 

distribution of fish farms and functional ponds is largely an indication of where private sector 

(howbeit small-scale) efforts have actually succeeded in establishing and operating fish farms. I 

argue that the current farm locations themselves convey the most valuable information about 

factors that have driven the success of establishment of pond-based fish farms.  

To unbiasedly determine the number of aquaculture ponds that currently exist in Ghana, there 

was the need to sample and study random areas in the country for presence or absence of ponds. 

I chose to randomly create points within my study area since it is impossible to census the whole 

area. Thus, I created a total of 100,000 pairs of uniformly distributed latitudinal and longitudinal 

coordinates in the latitudinal and longitudinal ranges of the country. I then clipped the points 

down to 25,000, considering only those points that fell in the southern regions of the country 
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where aquaculture is predominantly practiced, but excluding those that were found in the Volta 

Lake.  

I hypothesized that I was more likely to find ponds in areas within 2 km of the stream network 

than in areas further away from perennial streams. Therefore, I sampled areas in a 2 km buffer of 

streams more heavily by ensuring that they had more points. Consequently, some points outside 

the buffer areas were eliminated. Kapetsky et al. (1991) provided a site suitability index for 

aquaculture in Ghana using their experience and judgment of the importance of key 

infrastructure such as roads and markets as well as the population. Based on this prior 

knowledge, I attributed a weight to each district to determine the number of random points to be 

selected in that particular district. Hence, considering the proximity to the stream network and 

also, the characteristics of each district in Ghana that make it either suitable or unsuitable for 

aquaculture, some of the points in certain districts were eliminated. Finally, my sample size was 

6,000 out of the initial sampling frame of 25,000 with districts in the southern part of the country 

as the basis of stratification. I chose to use districts at 1 km resolution as the stratification 

because I wanted to have a less coarse result as opposed to the results obtained by previous 

studies.  

I collated and identified the locations of the 6,000 points in Google Earth 7.1 (2013). For each of 

these 6,000 points, I subsequently created a second point so that the latter fell southeast of the 

former and a rectangular snip of the two points represented an area of 1 km2 on the ground. Thus, 

I studied a total area of 6,000 km2 in Ghana in Google Earth to determine areas with pond 

aquaculture. The image of each random 1 km2 area was obtained and digitized in ArcGIS. Some 

areas in the country were poorly presented in Google Earth and are blurred. As a result, only 

about 33% of the 6,000 images had good resolution.  
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These 2187 points represent 1% of the total area of Ghana. From previous BMP survey data, I 

randomly selected 200 farmers to visit for the purpose of ground-truthing. Out of these 2187 

images studied in Google Earth, I identified ponds and fish farms on about 13% of them, 

including 88 images intentionally selected to capture farms I had previously visited in the field. I 

identified a total of 747 ponds on 279 images of the 2187. I therefore concluded that the 2187 

random points were representative of areas that could support fish farms in the country and I 

used these points in further analyses to determine the total number and area of ponds in Ghana. 

For each of these images, I digitized them in ArcGIS and counted the number of ponds found in 

the area. Since each sampled area corresponds to 1 km2 on the ground, it was easy to calculate 

the total area sampled in each district just by summing up the number of random points in the 

district. In ArcGIS, I used the Calculate Geometry function to calculate the area of each district 

in the southern regions of Ghana. I distinguished between the sampled area within and outside 

the buffer area and then extrapolated the total area of ponds that can be found in each district. 

The total area of ponds in each district was calculated by adding the extrapolated areas of ponds 

in the buffer and non-buffer regions in each district. The extrapolated areas were calculated 

based on the total buffer area (Ba), the total non-buffer area (NBa), the total area sampled in the 

buffered region (Bs), the total area sampled in the non-buffered region (NBs) and the total area 

of the identified ponds in the buffer (Bp) and non-buffer (NBp) regions as calculated individually 

in ArcGIS using the Measure tool. The formula therefore for calculating the extrapolated areas of 

ponds was 

(
𝐵𝑝 ∗ 𝐵𝑎

𝐵𝑠
) + (

𝑁𝐵𝑝 ∗ 𝑁𝐵𝑎

𝑁𝐵𝑠
) 
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Knowledge of the total area sampled in the buffer (Bs) and non-buffered (NBs) regions in each 

district, the number of ponds identified in the sampled area in the buffer (Bn) and non-buffer 

(NBn) regions in each district, and the total buffer (Ba) and non-buffer (NBa) areas in each 

district, was used to estimate the number of ponds that can be potentially found in each district. 

Consequently, the total number of ponds in each district in the southern part of the country was 

estimated based on the formula 

(
𝐵𝑛 ∗ 𝐵𝑎

𝐵𝑠
) + (

𝑁𝐵𝑛 ∗ 𝑁𝐵𝑎

𝑁𝐵𝑠
) 

The standard deviation of the estimated number and area of ponds in each district was also 

calculated to provide an accurate range of the number and area of ponds in the southern part of 

the country. The standard deviation for the estimated number of ponds in each district was 

calculated based on the extrapolated number of ponds in the buffer (EBn) and non-buffer 

(ENBn) regions in the district, area sampled in the buffer (Bs) and non-buffer regions (NBs) and 

the adjacent sampling intensity in the buffer (Bsi) and non-buffer (NBsi) regions in each district. 

Bsi and NBsi were calculated based on the total buffer (Ba) and non-buffer (NBa) areas and the 

areas sampled in the buffer (Bs) and non-buffer (NBs) regions in each district. Hence the 

formulas for calculating the adjacent sampling intensity in the buffer (Bsi) and non-buffer (NBsi) 

regions in each district were  

𝐵𝑠𝑖 = (1 −
𝐵𝑠

𝐵𝑎
) 

                           

𝑁𝐵𝑠𝑖 = (1 −
𝑁𝐵𝑠

𝑁𝐵𝑎
) 

The formula for calculating the standard error for the extrapolated number of ponds was 
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√(√𝐵𝑠𝑖 ∗
𝐸𝐵𝑛

𝐵𝑠
)

2 

+ (√𝑁𝐵𝑠𝑖 ∗
𝐸𝑁𝐵𝑛

𝐵𝑛
)

2

 

The formula for calculating the standard deviation was based on the fact that the standard 

deviation is the square root of variance. This means that, it was important to first calculate the 

variance. In calculating variance, it is important to include the sampling intensity since the higher 

the sampling intensity, the higher the precision (Mulungu et al., 2007). 

Measuring Productivity 

I asked the farmers to confirm the sizes of their ponds before taking measurements of the ponds 

on the randomly selected farms. I compared the area of the ponds measured on the farms 

randomly visited with what was reported by the farmers in response to the BMP survey and what 

they confirmed on the field, as well as what was measured via ArcGIS.  

The productivity of the farms was then calculated based on the reported annual production of the 

farms and the area measured on the field, areas confirmed by the farmers on site and what was 

reported in the BMP survey. Thus for each farm, six productivity figures were obtained and 

compared; three are the tilapia productivity of every farm as calculated with the areas of the 

ponds I measured on the field, areas confirmed by the farmers on site and the areas reported in 

the BMP survey. The other three were the overall productivity of the farms for farms that 

cultured a variety of fish species as calculated using the areas I measured on the field, areas 

reported in the BMP survey and the areas confirmed by the farmers on site. The productivity of 

the farms as estimated was therefore independent of the area of the ponds.  
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Depth as a measure of productivity 

Based on information on aquaculture farmers in Ghana available from the previous BMP survey, 

some random farmers were selected to carry out further study on the effect of pond water depth 

on the productivity of the farms. On each of these farms, four ponds were selected randomly and 

their length, breadth and depth measurements were recorded. For farms that had less than four 

ponds, all the ponds identified on the farm were measured. Since most ponds rarely had 

uniformly flat pond bottom, depth measurements were taken strategically. 

Every pond was divided into transects across its length and breadth. For every pond, its length 

and breadth were divided into equal segments depending on their sizes. Measured lengths that 

were below 10 m, were divided equally into two, lengths between 10 and 20 m were divided into 

three and lengths above 20 m, divided equally into four.  The water depth of the ponds at each 

point where the transects intersected were taken and recorded. Thus for every pond, a total of 

about four to eight depth measurements were collated depending on the size of the pond (Figure 

2.2). The water depths at the edges of the ponds were ignored in these measurements. An 

Analysis of Variance was run to determine the correlation between the pond water depths and the 

productivity of the ponds.  

Determining correlation between reported data, GIS measurements and field measurements 

Information cumulated from the randomly selected farmers on their fields, from GIS and from 

the BMP survey were organized in an Excel document. Using the R software, a correlation 

matrix was run to determine the relationship between measurements taken in the field and 

measurements reported by farmers when queried on site, from the BMP survey and 

measurements from ArcGIS. Using the JMP software, an ANOVA was run to obtain the least 

square means of each of the three methodologies used; field measurements, farmers’ reports on 
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site and reports in the BMP survey. The farmers were used as the block and the methodology as 

the factors. 

Results 

A total of 33, 605 (32,122 , 35,090) ponds were estimated to be present in the southern part of 

Ghana. The extrapolated area of ponds in the southern part of the country is about 1,022.5 

(776.4,  1,268.8) square hectares (Table 2.1).  

The Dormaa district in the Brong-Ahafo region is estimated to have the highest number of ponds 

with as many as 1512 ponds extrapolated in the district. It is estimated that the Accra 

Metropolitan district has no ponds despite the high suitability of the area for aquaculture. The 

Ashanti region recorded the highest estimated number of ponds with about 7,084 ponds 

recorded.  The Brong-Ahafo region recorded 5,975 ponds, 4,042 in the Central region, 5,393 in 

the Eastern region, 2,902 in the Greater Accra region, 4,484 in the Volta region and 3,725 ponds 

in the Western region (Figure 2.3). 

The highest estimated number of ponds was recorded in areas located within 2 km of water 

sources such as streams and rivers, while areas further away from the water bodies, registered 

significantly few number of ponds. The average buffered area in each district was about 80% of 

the total area in the district. In total, the 2 km buffered areas around streams in the southern part 

of Ghana recorded about 32,733 ponds whereas the areas outside the buffer recorded only about 

872 ponds. 

The total estimated area of the ponds in the Ashanti region was 259.2 hectares. For the Brong-

Ahafo, Central and Eastern and regions, a total area of 157.3 hectares, 141.7 hectares and 135.2 

hectares, respectively were estimated. A total area of 88.1 hectares, 143.3 hectares and 97.7 
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hectares were estimated for the Greater-Accra, Volta and Western regions, respectively. The 

lower and upper 95% confidence boundaries of these estimates are reported in Figure 2.4. The 

average farm area per district in Ghana is about 9.9 hectares. 

From a total of 114 ponds, the total area of these farms as recorded from the BMP survey was 

13.83 hectares, 9.41 hectares from what was reported by the farmers on the site and 6.99 hectares 

from the measurements I made on site. A total of 6.68 hectares of pond area was measured in 

ArcGIS (Figure 2.5). The average area of measured ponds in Ghana is about 300 m2 while the 

average pond area of farms visited was about 0.22 hectares.  

The average tilapia productivity of the farms according to the measurements taken on site was 

2,458.7 kg/ha/yr. A tilapia productivity of 2,111.25 kg/ha/yr was calculated from the pond sizes 

reported by the farmers on site while a tilapia productivity of 1,770.25 kg/ha/yr was calculated 

from the response of the farmers in the BMP surveys conducted during workshops (Figure 2.6). 

 The average productivity of the farms which culture more than one species, including tilapia, 

according to the measurements on site was the highest at 2,861.8 kg/ha/yr while an average 

productivity of 2,457.2 kg/ha/yr was calculated from the pond sizes reported by the farmers on 

site (Figure 2.7). According to the responses of the BMP survey, the average productivity of the 

ponds was 2,374.9 kg/ha/yr.  Statistically, productivity of the farms calculated from field 

measurements was significantly higher than the productivity calculated from farmer reports of 

pond sizes on-site and from the BMP survey (Table 2.2). Majority of the farms however have a 

productivity of about 1,000 kg/ha/yr (Figure 2.8) 
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Measurements of the pond areas from ArcGIS had a 99.7% correlation with measurements taken 

in the field. Between the measurements taken on the field and those reported by the farmers in 

the BMP survey, a correlation of 95.6% was recorded. 

The average water depth of ponds on the farms visited was about 0.6 m (Figure 2.9). There was a 

quadratic relationship between the depth of ponds and their productivity such that productivity 

increased with increasing average depth to a depth of approximately 1 m (Figure 2.10). Table 2.3 

shows the results of the regression. The fitted equation between depth and productivity of farms 

in Ghana is 1462.4 – 5918.1x + 9336.2x2. 

Discussion 

The estimates of the number of ponds and the area of the ponds undertaken in this study allowed 

for rigorous field validation, as indicated in the tight correlation between the GIS estimates and 

field measurements. The pro is therefore more robust than previous estimates. The lack of 

adequate information on the total number of fish ponds in Ghana and their individual and total 

sizes by spatial distribution has been a major constraint to aquaculture development and planning 

in the country. Coche et al. (1994) emphasize the need for an efficient data base that provides a 

fairly accurate national profile of the state of aquaculture in sub-Saharan Africa. With doubtful 

approaches used in many such studies in Africa, Malawi and Nigeria were the only two African 

countries with functional national aquaculture statistical systems (Coche et al., 1994). Although 

countries have continued to report to FAO over the years, recent debates in the aquaculture 

development community over the validity of published aquaculture production by country for 

sub-Saharan Africa clearly indicate a problem that has persisted. Ghana can build on this study to 

develop the robust extrapolation approach needed for reliable estimates. 
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The results of analyses from previous studies are often belied by questionable production 

statistics and high uncertainty (Frimpong and Anane-Taabeah, 2014). However, there is a 

common belief that a total of about 5,000 – 6,000 functional fish ponds exist in Ghana (Awity, 

2005; Asmah, 2008; Abbey and Antwi-Asare, 2011). The results of this study show that the 

number of fish ponds in the country has been grossly underestimated. The number of fish ponds 

estimated in this study is about six times more. As with many other countries in sub-Saharan 

Africa, it is difficult to collect data for statistical records when large numbers of people 

participate in traditional activities (Lymer et al., 2008). As a result of inadequate extension 

services, the number of fish ponds reported in the country has not been reliable and is not a true 

reflection of the structure of the pond sector in Ghana. The use of GIS in this study presents more 

accurate results given the substantial ability it provides in the analysis of large data sets and its 

flexibility for overlay and mapping analysis. Considering the statistical approach adopted in this 

study and the precision of the results obtained in GIS, the outcomes of this study will be more 

useful to the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture in Ghana to chart a way forward to the 

direction of pond aquaculture development in Ghana.   

Tidwell and Allan (2011) argue that as population grows, demand for fish far outstrips the 

sustainable yield of the seas and aquaculture becomes the only viable solution to address the 

shortfalls in capture fisheries. This is evidenced in the results as Ashanti region, the most 

populated region in the country recorded the highest number of fish ponds in the country. The 

fact that large-scale cage aquaculture is not practiced in this region, unlike the Greater-Accra, 

Central, Volta, Western and Eastern regions, is also another reason why pond aquaculture is 

widely practiced in this part of the country. Although the Greater-Accra region is the second 

most populated region in the country, its relatively smaller land area and consequently its 
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population density, explains why only few numbers of ponds were recorded in the region and no 

pond is recorded in the Accra Metropolitan district particularly. The Greater-Accra region 

contains the capital of Ghana and is therefore characterized by competing uses of the land area 

for development. The price of land is relatively higher in this region than in any of the other 

regions and is therefore not cost effective to practice pond aquaculture in this region. 

The hypothesis that more ponds will be situated in close proximity to the stream network is 

confirmed by the results of this study. Given the fact that the aquaculture sector in Ghana 

consists mostly of small-scale farmers, it is understandable that they will want to reduce their 

input costs significantly. Hence, extra costs incurred by the use of well water and other more 

expensive sources of water will be avoided as much as possible. Since proximity to the streams 

guarantee adequate water supply, fish farmers are more likely to locate their ponds closer to 

streams than further away from them.  

Another reason for recording very few ponds in the non-buffered area is the presence of cities 

and other residential facilities in these areas. Structural damage, sewer system back-ups, and 

damaged appliances are some of the many problems caused by groundwater flooding. As a result 

of this, homeowners and town planners tend to build in areas further from stream networks. Such 

areas often become strictly residential and it is therefore less likely to find fish ponds in these 

areas. 

The result of this thesis identifies smaller fish pond sizes than originally reported but reaffirms 

the notion that the aquaculture industry in the country is dominated by small-scale operators. 

Asamoah et al. (2012) reported an average pond size of about 954 m2 compared to the average 

300 m2 I measured in the field and with aerial photos. Given the difference between the areas of 
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fish ponds measured on the field, and the areas reported by farmers on the field and in the BMP 

survey, it is clear that farmers had a tendency to report larger figures for their pond sizes. Due to 

the consistency of some of the reported figures given by the farmers on the field and in the BMP 

survey, some farmers clearly are unaware of their actual pond sizes. However, with the 

statistically controlled significant size reduction noticed in the sizes given by the farmers on the 

field and in the BMP survey, there is more to the overestimate of pond size by farmers than just 

random error. I surmise that farmers provided researchers with higher figures because they 

believed they might be given some inputs as incentives based on the sizes of their farms. 

Government has historically, occasionally provided land-based farmers with inputs such as 

fertilizers and pesticides. Farmers being aware of such subsidies in the past may be motivated to 

overstate their true farm sizes. Given the bad roads leading to some of these farms, it is rare for 

extension officers to verify the figures provided by the farmers. When farmers became aware 

that the pond measurements they reported will be confirmed on site, they provided me with new 

figures that are generally smaller than the previous reports and are closer to the true sizes of their 

ponds. 

GIS in Aquaculture 

As noted in the results, field measurements are very close to measurements calculated in GIS 

using the digitized images of the areas obtained via Google Earth images. In Google Earth, it is 

very easy to differentiate between ponds and other water bodies because of the relatively angular 

sides of fish ponds compared to other water bodies. The vertical sides create a corner reflector 

effect that makes it easy to identify the ponds (Aguilar-Manjarrez and Meaden, 2013). The 

results support Aguilar-Manjarrez and Meaden’s (2013) claim that GIS has diverse functionality 

such as the ability to deploy statistical measurements. Seeing the degree to which GIS 

calculations match real world values, this raises the need for the Ministry of Fisheries and 
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Aquaculture in Ghana to utilize GIS tools for their environmental modelling and statistical 

computations given the inefficiency of the extension agents and the considerably accurate output 

that GIS applications offer. A GIS approach will also be effective in reducing the costs incurred 

by the ministry for the transportation of extension agents since ground-truthing still forms a 

major component of GIS work. The unique modelling capabilities of GIS that makes it possible 

to estimate present and future distributions given the known distribution in sampled areas, will 

be a useful tool for the ministry (Aguilar-Manjarrez and Meaden, 2013). 

Productivity of fish farms in Ghana 

Probably as a direct consequence of the larger pond sizes reported by the farmers, the reported 

productivity of fish farms in Ghana as reported by most sources is lower than the results obtained 

in this study. Using the measurements I took in the field to calculate the tilapia productivity of 

the farms visited, the productivity is about 10 – 20% higher than the productivity figures 

calculated using the farmer reports on site and in the BMP survey. Previous studies have reported 

an average of about 1,800 kg of tilapia per hectare per farm (Amisah et al., 2013). As evidenced 

by the results of this study, there is a significant increase in the productivity of the fish farms 

using the pond sizes of the BMP survey compared to the productivity calculated with pond size 

measurements taken in the field. The average total productivity of fish farms (includes tilapia 

and other cultured species) as calculated from the field measurements is higher than the reported 

1500 kg/hectare by the FAO (2010). The difference is significant considering the fact it makes 

up a total of about 400 tons of fish over the whole country. There is also a significant increase in 

the productivity of the farms as calculated from the reports of the farmers when I was on the field 

and those provided in the BMP survey. Since productivity of the farms is calculated from the 

area of the farms and the annual production of the farms, it is widely circulated that fish farms in 

Ghana are not as productive as they really are. The results of this study however contradict this 
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popular notion, although there is still much room to improve productivity. The reason for the 

inconsistencies in the productivity figures again stems from the fact that farmers believe that the 

incentives they will receive from government officials are dependent on the sizes of their farms. 

Hence, the exaggerated sizes of the farms recorded from the BMP survey.  

In the Ogun State in Nigeria, pond area was identified as the most significant variable in 

determining the production from fish ponds (Adewuyi et al., 2010). This highlights the need for 

extension officers to verify information provided by farmers by carrying out on-site studies. It is 

important that estimates of area are accurate since they dictate the rates at which ponds are 

stocked and also, the amounts of chemicals and feed to be applied in a given pond (Masser et al., 

1991, El-Sayed et al., 1996). 

The main limitation of this study is that I used production numbers reported by farmers. By 

taking measurements in the field personally, I eliminated one source of error in the calculation of 

productivity. However, I still used the annual farm production figures reported by farmers. It is 

important that production is measured experimentally on farms to eliminate this error.  

Influence of pond water depth on the productivity of farms 

The results of this study support long established guidelines that depth of water in ponds has an 

impact on the productivity of ponds. There is a strong positive quadratic relationship between 

depth of fish ponds and the productivity of the ponds. In this study, as depth increased, 

productivity increased as well up to a depth of approximately 1 m – the highest water depth 

recorded in the study. For fish ponds to be productive, the acceptable pond depth should be 

between 1 and 2 meters as at this depth, the chances of aquatic vegetation problems are reduced 

significantly. The depth of ponds has an effect on the growth, feeding habits and mortality rates 

of fish (El-Sayed et al., 1996). Stress on fish, fungal infections and mortality rates of fish all 
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increased in shallow water depths due to reduced feeding activity and low metabolic energy in a 

study conducted in Egypt (El-Sayed et al., 1996). Beyond the preferred temperature range of 

cultured fish, the fish tend to move away from the surface to seek refuge in deeper waters (El-

Sayed et al., 2006). It is therefore essential for fish ponds to be deep enough to meet both the 

habitat and temperature requirements of farmed fish. This explains why shallower water depths 

in this study were strongly correlated with low productivity. 

Generally, the productivity of fish ponds in Ghana is low compared to other African countries 

like Egypt. In the Mbarali district in Egypt, the average yield of tilapia alone per farm per 

production cycle is about 6,049 kg/hectare compared to Ghana’s highest annual yield at 2,804 

kg/hectares. Productivity of fish ponds in Ghana can be increased significantly if more attention 

is paid to the depth of the fish ponds. The average pond depth of 0.6 m in Ghana is lower than 

the recommended pond depth but education of fish farmers on the need to dig deeper ponds by 

extension agents, can easily remedy the situation.  

Conclusion  

The three main questions addressed in this study are: 1) Approximately how many fish farms are 

there in Ghana 2) How productive are fish farms in the country and 3) Does depth significantly 

affect the productivity of fish ponds? The results from GIS and statistical analysis show that 

there are over 33,000 fish ponds in the country, vastly more than the about 5,000 – 6,000 ponds 

reported earlier and that these ponds have smaller areas than assumed. In spite of the increase in 

the estimated number of ponds in the country, production of fish in Ghana from pond 

aquaculture remains the same due to the recorded smaller pond sizes. 

 Secondly, the study shows a significant increase in the productivity figures calculated from field 

measurements of pond sizes, relative to the productivity based on the reports of farmers. 
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Accordingly, fish ponds in Ghana are generally more productive than what is currently believed. 

Finally, the results show a significant effect of pond water depth on the productivity of fish 

ponds. As the depth of water in ponds increased, the productivity of the ponds likewise increased 

up to a maximum water depth of 1 m. 

A recommendation to be considered by the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture is that more 

attention should be paid to extension services. Extension agents should be trained and make an 

effort to verify the reports made by farmers and educate farmers on the need to increase their 

pond to the recommended range depths. Also more emphasis should be put on the importance of 

the depth of water in ponds so that farmers dig deeper than they currently do. The workload of 

extension agents in Ghana can also be greatly reduced and accuracy of statistics improved if 

more geostatistics and GIS are employed. 
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Figure 2.1. Map of Ghana with colored areas showing the regions included in analysis. The 

hollow areas practice very little pond aquaculture in Ghana 
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Figure 2.2. Explanation of how water depths were recorded. Water depths at the edges of the 

ponds were ignored. 

 

 

 

Table 2.1. Estimated number and area of ponds in southern Ghana 
 

 Number of ponds Area of ponds (hectares) 

Estimated 33,605 1,022.5 

Lower Boundary of estimate 33,122 776.4 

Higher Boundary of estimate 35,090 1,268.8 
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Figure 2.3. The distribution of ponds in the country. The highest number of ponds was recorded 

in the Ashanti region and the lowest in the Greater-Accra region. 
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Figure 2.4. Representation of the areas of the ponds in the different regions in southern Ghana. 

The lines drawn on the vertical bars is an indication of the 95% lower and upper confidence 

boundaries of the estimates 
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Figure 2.5. Comparative total area measurements of farms. Farmers report higher pond areas in 

survey. GIS measurements are similar to field measurements 
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Figure 2.6. Comparative productivity measurements of farms for tilapia. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.2. Comparative means of the productivity of farmers in Ghana 

LEAST SQUARES MEANS TABLE 

Level Least Square Mean Standard Error 

BMP Survey 2,374.9 92.1 

Farmer Reports 2,457.2 92.1 

Field Measurements 2,861.8 92.1 
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Figure 2.7. Comparative productivity measurements of farms for all species combined. 
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Figure 2.8. Annual Productivity of farms in Ghana (n= 40).  
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Figure 2.9. Average water depth of ponds in Ghana measured on 39 farms and 114 ponds. The 

average depth of water in ponds in Ghana was about 0.6 m. 
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Figure 2.10. Relationship between pond depth and productivity of farms in Ghana (n=25) 
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Table 2.3. Results of the regression showing the relationship between depth and productivity of ponds 

in Ghana. The low p-value of 0.00158 shows that there is a strong quadratic relationship between Depth 

and Productivity. 

 

 

Residuals 

Minimum First 

Quartile 

Median Third 

Quartile 

Maximum 

-1692.2 -238.5 -6.5 225.8 2043.6 

Coefficients Estimate Standard 

Error 

t-value Pr(>t) 

 Intercept 1462.4 983.6 1.5 0.15193 

 Depth -5918.1 3344.5 -1.8 0.09133 

 Depth2 9336.2 2574.4 3.6 0.00158* 

Residual Standard 

error 

692.2    

Multiple R-squared 0.85    

Adjusted R-squared 0.84    

F-statistic 61.85    

P value 1.58e-09    
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Summary and Recommendations 

In this study, I used existing infrastructure such as roads and markets and the biophysical 

conditions to develop a map for Ghana that shows the relative suitability of all the districts for 

pond aquaculture and identified the hierarchy of importance of the criteria required for 

aquaculture development. I also estimated the number of ponds in the country and their 

corresponding areas and productivity. I highlighted the importance of water depth in determining 

productivity of the aquaculture ponds in Ghana.  

The results of the study show that the Central, Greater-Accra, Eastern and Ashanti regions of the 

country are the most suitable for aquaculture. The location of markets was identified as the most 

important variable in determining the suitability of an area for aquaculture in Ghana followed 

closely by the proximity of the area to the stream network. 

The number of ponds in Ghana was estimated to be six times more than previously recorded with 

ponds having smaller areas than literature reports. However, the results of this study provide only 

a snapshot estimate of the number of ponds in the country. Some ponds were definitely missed 

because some of the images used were not very current. In Google Earth, images in some parts 

of the country were as old as 2007. A lot of things might have changed between 2007 and 2014, 

which affects the accuracy of my estimates. The smallest pond size I detected was approximately 

5 × 5 m which was an uncommon pond size. From the ground-truthing, farms rarely had ponds 

smaller than 25 m2, implying that the resolution of the images was good enough to detect all 

pond sizes.  The productivity of farms was also found to be significantly higher than previously 

reported due to inflated farmer reports of their pond areas. As the depth of water in ponds 

increased, results from this study show a corresponding increase in the productivity of the ponds.  
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The GIS process used in developing the map showing the relative suitability of areas in Ghana 

for aquaculture can be adopted and used in subsequent studies to develop accurate suitability 

indices in different disciplines in the country. The statistical approach used in this study provides 

more accurate estimates of the number and area of ponds in the country. Thus, more meaningful 

inferences can be made from the results to guide the efforts of the Ministry of Fisheries and 

Aquaculture in developing the sector. Also, the results of this study can reliably inform global 

policy makers and other institutions promoting the development of pond aquaculture about the 

opportunities to focus on, and the constraints that need to be addressed.  

This study shows high potential of aquaculture in certain areas regardless of the absence of some 

key infrastructure such as major markets and hatcheries. This provides the Ministry of Fisheries 

and Aquaculture Development with an opportunity to improve the growth of the aquaculture 

sector by ensuring that such key infrastructure are put in place in the identified locations. 

To examine the factors potentially suppressing production from pond aquaculture farms in 

different parts of the country, I plotted the suitability of each district in Ghana for pond 

aquaculture (Chapter 1) against the estimated pond density of each district (Chapter 2). I then 

divided the resulting graph into four quadrants (Figure 3.1).  

The bottom left quadrant represents districts with low suitability for pond aquaculture and low 

pond density. It is expected that with the low suitability of the areas in these districts for pond 

aquaculture, the pond density in the districts will be low. For instance, an interaction with 

fishermen in the Pru district in the Brong-Ahafo region, gave rise to the conclusion that the 

district was generally unsuitable for aquaculture as a result of flooding and the consequent loss 

of fish (Anane-Taabeah, 2012). The Pru River which principally runs through the Pru district is a 
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major tributary of the Kwahu Plateau and empties into the Volta River. From its source, it is a 

fifth order stream but changes swiftly into a seventh order stream as it moves closer to the Volta 

River. This confirms the results obtained in the suitability map I created (Chapter 1), which 

highlights the fact that there is a higher probability that fish ponds too close to a seventh order 

stream will be flooded, making areas 50 km within such rivers, unsuitable for aquaculture. This 

helps understand why areas with low suitability for aquaculture record relatively lower number 

of ponds. The results in this quadrant are therefore to be anticipated. 

The top right quadrant represents districts identified as having high suitability for pond 

aquaculture and high pond density. It is expected that districts with high suitability for pond 

aquaculture will have high pond density since productivity of the existing farms will encourage 

more people to join the enterprise. Using the coastal Western Region as an example, it can be 

seen that the road infrastructure is relatively good as most communities are either on a tarred 

road or a relatively short distance from such a road (Gordon and Pulis, 2010). In the Shama 

Ahanta East district in the Western region for instance, easy accessibility to markets and 

hatcheries due to the dense road network in the district, coupled with its favorable biophysical 

characteristics, rank it one of the most suitable districts for aquaculture in the country. As a result 

of the potential success of fish farms in the district, a lot more farmers are encouraged to practice 

aquaculture. This has resulted in the recorded high pond density in the district. 

The top left quadrant represents districts that have relatively lower suitability for pond 

aquaculture but have high pond density. Only one district, the Dormaa district in the Brong-

Ahafo region, was found in this quadrant which is expected because areas with low suitability for 

aquaculture are hypothesized to be incapable of supporting many ponds. I surmise that this 
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district has a high concentration of ponds due to potential inauspicious promotion of ponds in the 

past.  

The Dormaa district is the 16th largest district in the country with a total area of 2289 km2. It is 

sparsely populated and has vast areas of land lying dormant and a dense river network. The 

Dormaa district scored high scores in all of the four models developed by Kapetsky et al. (1991) 

aimed at determining areas in Ghana most suitable for aquaculture. In 2009, the then Minister of 

Fisheries took drastic measures to enhance aquaculture development in an effort to reduce 

imports of fish into the country and consequently, reduce the price of fish in the country (IMF, 

2009). In that year, two main public fingerling producers in Ashaiman and Kumasi were active 

with the rest of the fish farmers across the country supplied by a few private hatcheries (IMF, 

2009). To facilitate aquaculture development across the entire country, it was important that all 

parts of the country had access to fingerlings. A consensus was reached to complete a new fish 

hatchery in the Dormaa district (IMF, 2009) based on feasibility studies that, presumably were 

influenced by the study of Kapetsky et al. (1991), which weighted the biophysical conditions 

more heavily. The Microfinance and Small Loans Center (MASLOC) in the region was 

encouraged to favor fish farmers to spur development in the sector. This led to an increase in the 

number of fish ponds in the district and the organization of a fish farmers’ association (Ministry 

of Food and Agriculture, 2011).  

In January 2013 however, the Ghana News Agency reported that the Brong-Ahafo regional 

chairman of the Fish Farmers Association, expressed concern about the abandonment of the 

hatchery and the consequent unproductivity of fish farms due to the non-availability of 

fingerlings. Judging from the low suitability of the district for pond aquaculture from my results, 

it is not surprising that such challenges are being reported. The Dormaa district is only sparsely 
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populated which means there will only be a few people to consume harvested fish. Markets are 

extremely important in aquaculture (Gordon and Kassam, 2011; Asmah, 2008) and the fact that 

they may have been underweighted in the study in which the ministry based its decision on, 

could have influenced the low productivity of farms in the district. Since the investment has 

already been made in ponds in the district and in the establishment of the hatchery, reviving the 

hatchery can go a long way to improve the productivity of fish farms in the district and increase 

the district’s contribution to aquaculture production.  

In the bottom right quadrant, districts have high suitability for pond aquaculture but have low 

pond density. This means that there is a lot of room for improvement in such districts and that 

they are performing below their capacity with regard to aquaculture. It is also noteworthy that 

this quadrant contains the most number of districts (i.e. 45 out of 103). A number of factors 

could be responsible for the low pond density recorded in districts that have high suitability for 

aquaculture. Such factors include the lack of extension, the lack of access, the lack of inputs such 

as hatcheries, the costs of land in the districts and the restrictions imposed on the use of the land.  

Extension services significantly determine who takes up aquaculture and also who gains from it 

(FAO, 2012). The WorldFish Center (2008) reported that there is huge potential for the 

aquaculture sector in Africa to be improved significantly if extension services are effective. To 

increase production of fish from the aquaculture sector in Ghana therefore, it is important that the 

government provide the necessary infrastructure and encourage fish farmers, especially in the 

areas with relatively high suitability for aquaculture, to improve the productivity of their fish 

farms. Education of the fish farmers on the importance of digging deeper and bigger ponds for 

example, will ensure that the farmers realize more profits from each pond.  
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The Dangbe West district in the Greater-Accra region for example is one of the most suitable 

districts for aquaculture in Ghana from the results of this study, scoring a suitability index of 64; 

the highest being 71. However, it has one of the lowest pond density recorded, 0.25 ponds/km2 

while other districts score relatively high up to 3.40 ponds/km2. A study conducted by Simpson 

(2012) showed that the lack of extension services which has translated to high production costs 

to fish farmers, is a principal constraint to aquaculture in the district. The absence of extension 

services has given rise to low technological skills among fish farmers in particular, Achavanya in 

the Dangbe West district, leading to the incurring of high expenses and low production 

(Simpson, 2008). The performance of the fish farms has discouraged entry of new farmers into 

the aquaculture sector in the town (Simpson, 2012). This emphasizes the need for better 

extension services in districts with high suitability for pond aquaculture. Effective extension 

services in such districts will increase the productivity of farms and encourage the entry of new 

farmers into the sector.  

I also recommend a more efficient extension service program that will ensure that the reports of 

farmers are verified before inferences are made from their reports. This can be attained if 

extension agents in the country are equipped with effective transportation and training. More 

emphasis should be given to the depth of ponds during construction as this significantly 

influences productivity.  

In Table 3.1, I investigated the constraints posed by the lack of access, forest reserves, market 

and labor as well as the prices of land on each of the very suitable districts for aquaculture in 

Ghana that were found in the bottom left quadrant. I distinguished between the districts with high 

pond density and those that recorded low pond density, and compared the effects of these 

constraints on these districts. The comparison was based on graphing the distribution of the 
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districts in the low pond density and high pond density groups, relative to each of the constraints. 

I then used thresholds in the distributions to rank the districts on a scale of 1 to 3 with 3 being the 

highest, depending on the degree to which it is affected by each constraint (Table 3.1).  The 

problems posed by these factors cannot be solved in the short term, considering the fact that they 

demand a lot in terms of change in policies and human behavior. For instance, prices of land are 

high in some parts of Ghana because the human population in those areas are high, resulting in 

land scarcity. It will take a considerable amount of time to replicate structures and policies that 

attract more people into such areas in the relatively low populated areas. Hence, despite the very 

high suitability of such districts for aquaculture, very low pond density will be recorded. 

In the Accra Metropolitan district where the practice of aquaculture can be very successful, no 

ponds are recorded in the district from the results of my study. A key constraint to the 

establishment of ponds in this district is the costs of land (Table 3.1). The Accra Metropolitan 

district in the Greater-Accra region contains Accra, the capital city of Ghana. The Greater-Accra 

region is the smallest but the second most populated region in the country. The region remains 

the most densely populated since 1960 as a result of migration from the rural areas into Accra, 

the economic and administrative hub of the country. The town is characterized by high-density 

development and overstretched infrastructure services since market forces have overtaken the 

land-use planning agenda, favoring residential development over other land uses such as urban 

agriculture (Owusu, 2008).  The Accra Metropolitan district is linked to the coast and other parts 

of the country by effective rail and road systems, making the district an important magnet for 

investment and labor. As a result of the economic productivity of the district, the percentage of 

the country's population residing in this area has increased. These circumstances have 

necessitated the use of the land areas in this district for residential purposes. As a result of the 
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scarcity of land, the prices of land in Accra is among the highest in the country.  Farming 

practices are rare and are only tolerated to protect the land from being encroached in areas where 

planning regulations prohibit the development of permanent structures (Owusu, 2008).  This has 

led to the recorded low pond density in an otherwise high aquaculture suitability district. It will 

take a lot of effort on the part of the government to ensure that the economic opportunities in this 

district are similar in other parts of the country so that less people migrate into the district. 

Hence, very little can be done to increase the practice of aquaculture in this district. 

In the Asunafo South, Ho, Hohoe, Jasikan, Kwahu South, Mpohor Wassa East and Sunyani 

districts, market and labor are big constraints to the practice of aquaculture despite the very high 

suitability of these districts for aquaculture (Table 3.1). With the very low population density in 

such districts (Figure 3.2), it is difficult for fish farmers to have access to labor and also to 

consumers at the time when they need them. Thus, farmers rarely establish large numbers of 

ponds in these districts. Although fish production could greatly increase with an increase in the 

number of established ponds, labor and the number of consumers available in these districts, do 

not permit widespread aquaculture practice.  

Roads are important to ensure easy connectivity between different parts of a country. In Ghana, 

road transport accounts for over 96% of passenger and freight traffic, with poverty reduction 

goals heavily dependent on the efficiency of the road network. As such, in the Mpohor Wassa 

East, South Tongu, Asunafo South and the Asante-Akim South districts in Ghana where the road 

density is low, it is not surprising that very low pond density is recorded despite the very high 

suitability of the districts for aquaculture (Figure 3.3). Low road density has an effect on the 

distribution of fingerlings and farm inputs to the farms and also on consumers’ access to 

harvested fish (Funge-Smith, 2000). Thus, very little aquaculture is practiced in these districts. 
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Finally, the need to protect natural resources from depletion has led to restrictions on the use of 

certain areas in Ghana. Among such restrictions, is the creation of forest reserves across the 

country. In Ghana, infrastructural development is slow especially in areas with poor 

accessibility, compounded by the creation of forest reserves (Edusah, 2011). Edusah (2011) 

showed that the presence of forest reserves in certain areas in the Brong-Ahafo region have 

restricted agricultural activities in the region. This is not much different from the state of 

aquaculture in the Ahanta West district in the Western region. The district ranks among the most 

suitable for aquaculture in Ghana scoring a suitability index as high as 62 but record very low 

pond density of only 0.22 ponds/km2. The presence of one of the most important forest reserves 

in Ghana, the Cape Three Points Forest Reserve, has a direct influence on the low pond density 

recorded in the region in spite of it being very suitable for aquaculture. The Cape Three Points 

Forest Reserve occupies about 13.5% of the 673 km2 total land area of the district. The forest 

reserve is tiered as a green zone because it serves as the habitat for a wide variety of wild plant 

and animal species. As a result of this, activities that are deemed extractive, which include 

fishing, hunting, logging, mining, and drilling are disallowed in the areas very close to the 

reserve. Considering the large proportion of land area occupied by the reserve in this district, the 

use of an even larger expanse of land in the district will be restricted. This helps understand the 

low pond density recorded in this district despite its high suitability for aquaculture. Also, in the 

Assin South, Mppohor Wassa East, Atwima Mponua and Atwima districts, the high proportion 

of forest reserves relative to the total land areas, provides a huge constraint to the practice of 

aquaculture (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4). In the short term, it is not likely that forest reserves will be 

converted to other uses and as such, very little can be done to boost the practice of aquaculture in 

these very suitable districts. 
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Another reason why districts identified as having high suitability for pond aquaculture in Ghana 

have relatively low pond density, is the absence of hatcheries. Hatcheries provide the seed for 

aquaculture and are required to ensure that commercial fish farms stay in operation and give their 

maximum output as they are the source of steady and predictable fingerlings (NOAA, 2011). The 

Gomoa and Keta districts in the Central and Volta regions for example have relatively high 

suitability for pond aquaculture, having suitability scores of 57 and 71 respectively. They 

however have very low pond densities, 0.08 ponds/km2 and 0.41 ponds/ km2 respectively. The 

only known private hatchery in the Central region is situated in Winneba, which means that 

certain fish farmers in the Gomoa district have to travel up to 120 km to get fingerlings. 

Considering that Keta is more than a 100 km away from the nearest fish hatchery in Akrade, it is 

not surprising that relatively few ponds are recorded in the district in spite of its high suitability 

for aquaculture. 

The low pond density in suitable districts that have no hatcheries, highlights the importance of 

hatcheries and supports a policy of intensification of hatchery programs to make them accessible 

to fish farmers across the entire country. Currently, the location of hatcheries in the country is 

geographically skewed and therefore, most fish farms in the country produce below capacity, 

earning less from aquaculture and discouraging the establishment of more ponds. The strategic 

location of hatcheries so that they are accessible to all fish farms, especially in the districts 

identified as having high suitability for pond aquaculture, will increase productivity of 

aquaculture farms in Ghana. Since hatcheries can be established in a relatively shorter time to 

improve aquaculture production in the districts that are very suitable for aquaculture and are not 

constrained by bottleneck problems such as discussed above, it is important to identify strategic 

locations for hatcheries to improve the access to fingerlings in these districts. 
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In the Brong-Ahafo region for instance, there are no known active hatcheries. However, districts 

like Tano North, Tano South and Jaman South have high suitability for aquaculture and do not 

have intractable constraints (Figure 3.5). In order to improve the productivity of aquaculture 

farms in such districts it is important that hatcheries are effectively placed so that all fish farms 

in the region, have access to fingerlings at all times. Looking at the costs involved in the 

establishment of hatcheries and the road network in the Brong-Ahafo region, reviving the 

inactive hatchery in the Dormaa district can go a long way to improve the productivity of 

aquaculture farms in the entire region (Figure 3.5). The location of this hatchery as indicated on 

the map is effectively linked to the districts that have high suitability for aquaculture. This will 

ensure that fish farmers in these highly suitable districts have easy access to fingerlings 

whenever they need them.  

The outlying districts of the Ashanti region, close to the Central Region, are among the most 

suitable districts for aquaculture in the region (Figure 3.5).  However, the three medium-scale 

hatcheries responsible for supplying fingerlings to all fish farms in the region are concentrated in 

the middle of the region. The location of hatcheries should be carefully planned so that optimum 

benefits can be obtained from just a few of them. A look at the road network in the region shows 

that, the establishment of a new hatchery in the southern part of the region will enhance the 

supply of fingerlings to fish farmers in the districts located at the outskirts of the region and to 

the equally highly suitable districts found in the Central region. The road linking the two regions 

is very passable and well-trodden by many commercial vehicles. As such, the hatchery in the 

location indicated, will not only improve the productivity of fish farms in the Ashanti region, but 

farms in the Central region as well.  
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The construction of new roads can be very expensive and is rarely achievable in the short term; 

therefore, efforts should be made to locate new hatcheries as close to already existing roads as 

possible (Kumar and Biswas, 2013). Given the road network in the Eastern region, the 

establishment of a new hatchery in the location indicated will ensure that fingerlings produced in 

this hatchery, reach fish farmers in the districts in the region that are too far from the current 

hatchery locations as well as other districts in the Central region. The current locations of the 

hatcheries in the Eastern region are geographically skewed eastwards and the road network does 

not permit effective supply of fingerlings to the Brim North, Brim South and Wast Akim districts 

that have high suitability for aquaculture (Figure 3.5).  

The proposed hatchery locations guarantee the supply of fingerlings to a large number of suitable 

districts, ensuring that the production of fish in the country is increased. Improvement in 

extension can also encourage higher productivity of fish farms across the country. These 

measures will help curb the importation of fish into the country and consequently, reduce the 

prices of fish in the country. 

Since the results of the study highlight the accuracy of statistical imputations and inferences in 

GIS, I recommend the use of GIS based applications to provide subsequent aquaculture statistics 

in the country. Training of a few people in GIS applications could accelerate the development of 

the aquaculture sector in Ghana. The monitoring and update of the results obtained in this thesis 

can be done via remote sensing methods. 
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Figure 3.1. Relationship between the pond density in a district and the suitability of the district 

for pond aquaculture. Each point represents a district. Generally, the more suitable a district is 

for pond aquaculture, the more ponds are expected in the district. 
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Table 3.1. Degree of constraints faced by districts that are highly suitable for aquaculture in 

Ghana. 

 

DISTRICT FOREST RESERVE MARKET AND 
LABOR 

PRICE OF 
LAND 

ACCESS 

Ajumako-Enyan-Asan 1 2 1 2 

Akatsi 1 2 1 2 

Assin North 2 2 1 2 

Asuagyaman 1 2 1 2 

Atwima 3 2 1 2 

Cape Coast 1 2 1 2 

Dangbe East 1 2 1 2 

East Akim 2 2 1 2 

Ejisu-Juabeng 1 2 1 2 

Ga East 1 2 1 2 

Ga West 1 2 1 2 

Ketu 1 2 1 2 

Kumasi 1 2 1 2 

Kwabre 1 2 1 2 

Manya Krobo 1 2 1 2 

Mfantsiman 1 2 1 2 

Shama-Ahanta East 1 2 1 2 

Abura-Asebu-
Kwamankese 

1 2 1 2 

Accra 1 1 3 1 

Adansi North 2 2 1 2 

Adansi South 2 2 1 2 

Afigya Sekyere 1 2 1 2 

Agona 1 2 1 2 

Ahafo Ano South 2 2 1 2 

Ahanta West 1 2 1 2 

Akwapim North 1 2 1 2 

Amansie Central 1 2 1 2 

Asante Akim South 2 2 1 3 

Asikuma-Odoben-
Brakwa 

1 2 1 2 

Assin South 3 2 1 2 

Asunafo South 2 3 1 3 

Atiwa 2 2 1 1 

Atwima Mponua 3 2 1 2 

Awutu-Efutu-Senya 1 2 1 2 
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Berekum 3 2 1 2 

Birim North 1 2 1 2 

Birim South 2 2 1 2 

Bosomtwe-Kwanwema 1 2 1 2 

Dangbe West 1 2 1 2 

Fanteakwa 2 2 1 2 

Gomoa 1 2 1 2 

Ho 1 3 1 2 

Hohoe 1 3 1 2 

Jaman South 1 2 1 2 

Jasikan 1 3 1 2 

Keta 1 2 1 2 

Komenda-Edina 1 2 1 2 

Kpandu 1 2 1 2 

Kwahu South 2 3 1 2 

Kwahu West 1 2 1 2 

Kwaobibrem 1 2 1 2 

Lower Denkyira 1 2 1 2 

Mpohor Wassa East 3 3 1 3 

New Juaben 1 2 1 2 

North Tongu 1 2 1 2 

Obuasi 2 2 1 2 

South Tongu 1 2 1 3 

Sunyani 2 3 1 2 

Tano North 2 2 1 2 

Tano South 1 2 1 2 

Tema 1 2 1 2 

West Akim 1 2 1 2 

Yilo Krobo 1 2 1 2 
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Figure 3.2. The effect of low population density on the practice of aquaculture in districts with 

high suitability for aquaculture in Ghana. 

 

Figure 3.3. The effect of low road density on the practice of aquaculture in districts with high suitability 

for aquaculture in Ghana 
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Figure 3.4. The effect of forest reserves on the practice of aquaculture in districts with high suitability 

for aquaculture in Ghana. 
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Figure 3.5. Improving the production of fish farms across the country by the strategic establishment of 

hatcheries. 
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Appendix A 

Baseline Questionnaire 

I am undertaking a study to characterize the adoption of aquaculture Best Management Practices 

in Ghana. The information you provide will be used to make recommendations that inform 

policy-makers on feasible ways to maximize the profitability of small-scale earthen pond 

operations, with the least environmental impact. Thank you.  

Enumerator…………………………………    Translator…………………….…………………. 

Region………… District………………Town………………………. Date…………………….. 

The following questions are designed to learn about your earthen pond aquaculture 

operations. 

Physical characteristics of fish farm 

1. What is the size of your farm land? (Not just fish farm, but all farm land) 

____________________________________________________________________ 

2. What is the number of earthen ponds? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

3. What is the source of water for your aquaculture operations? Check all that apply. 

a. River/stream 

b. Borehole 

c. Sub-surface 

d. Other, please specify ________________________________________________ 

 

4. Will you describe the quality (for fish culture) of this/these water source(s) as reliable? 

http://uaps2007.princeton.edu/papers/70645
http://www.worldfishcenter.org/resource_centre/WF_1639.pdf
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 Yes No Somewhat  reliable 

River/stream 
   

Borehole 
   

Sub-surface 
   

 Other, please specify     

 

5. Will you describe the quantity of this/these water source(s) as reliable? 

 Yes No Somewhat  reliable 

River/stream 
   

Borehole 
   

Sub-surface 
   

 Other, please specify     

 

6. How many species of fish do you culture on your farm? 

a. One 

b. Two 

c. Three or more 

7. If you culture more than one species, please indicate which ponds contain which 

species on table on page 14. 

8. What was the length of your last production cycle (from stocking to harvest)? 

 Tilapia Catfish Other 

6 months or less 
   

 6 – 8 months 
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8 – 12 months 
   

More than 12 months    

9. What was your average annual fish production (please indicate kilogams or tonnes for 

each species) for 2010 or your last year of production (approximate or exact)?  

Species 
Production 

Tilapia 
 

Catfish 
 

Other (s) 
 

10. Is labor for your farm readily available? 

a. Very readily available 

b. Somewhat available 

c. Not readily available 

d. Very difficult to find 

e. Totally unavailable 

 

11. How many people are employed on your farm ? 

Wage/Salaried workers  

Casual (within the last year) workers 
 

 

Please use the scale below to indicate how important the following constraints are, in your 

pond aquaculture operations, especially for your previous production cycle. Please circle 

the option applicable to you. 

Very Important = VI, Slightly Important = SI, Slightly Unimportant = SU, Not Important = NI, 

Not Sure = NS.  

12. Lack of funds     VI SI SU NI NS 

 

13. Cost of feed       VI SI SU NI NS 
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14. Lack of feed       VI SI SU NI NS 

 

15. Lack of good quality feed     VI SI SU NI NS  

 

16. Lack of fingerlings      VI SI SU NI NS  

    

17. Lack of knowledge about pond culture operations  

VI SI SU NI NS 

 

18. Lack of extension services   VI SI SU NI NS 

 

19. Inability to make profit    VI SI SU NI NS 

 

20. Conflict over land     VI SI SU NI NS 

  

21. Lack of market     VI SI SU NI NS 

          

22. Theft       VI SI SU NI NS 

 

23. Other, ________________________________  VI SI SU NI NS 

 

 

37. Where do you get your feed?  List all that apply 

Feed name or ingredient Town(s) bought from 

  

  

  

  

  

 

38. How much does it cost to transport the feed to your farm (specify feed weight from 

above)? 

Feed name or ingredient Source town Transport cost (or approx fuel 

cost if your own vehicle) 
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Please fill out the following table for your household members (that is, those who live 

under the same roof with you AND share in your daily meals) 

Name Gender 

M/F 

Relationship 

to respondent  

Education Age Able to work on 

farm? (Y/N) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

Please use the scale below to indicate how important the following sources of information 

are in your earthen-pond aquaculture operations. Please circle the option applicable to you. 

Very Important = VI, Slightly Important = SI, Slightly Unimportant = SU, Not Important= NI.  

52. Government Extension Services   VI SI SU NI 

53. NGO(s)     VI SI SU NI 

54. Other farmers    VI SI SU NI  

55. Personal Knowledge   VI SI SU NI 

56. Other______________________  VI SI SU NI 
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57. How many times did you meet a government extension agent within the last year? 

a. More than 4 times 

b. 3 – 4 times 

c. 1 – 2 times 

d. Never 

58. Are you a member of any farmers’ association? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

59. Did you attend any fish farming training programs within the past year? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

 


